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COMM UN I CAT I ON 8
Speech

ot

>. L. Humphrey.

following admirable remarks were made
at the recent Temperance Convention, held
iu Gorham. The; had been made in substance
at a previous temperance meeting, where the
attendance was much smaller.
They are
The

alike honorable to the moral heroes to whom
they refer, especially to him who will soon return to his own dear home from a long imprisonment, and to the speaker, and will well
repay au attentive perusal:—
Ladies and Gentlemen:—1 am so little accustomed to public speaking that when I do
attempt it I sometimes have to take a written
text to keep me on the track.
My remarks,
while they will have special reference to temwill
be
a
humble
tribute
of reperance men,
spect to the toil-worn veterans in the cause of
humanity, whom the world despises, and of
whom it is not worthy.
The text reads as lbllows:—
“Is is easy to understand the bitterness
which is often shown towards reformers.—
They are apt to interfere with vested rights
and time-hallowed interests. They often wear
au uulorbiddiug aspect.
Their ollice corresponds to that of Nature's Sanitary Commission for tho removal of material nuisances.—
It is not tiie butterfly but the beetle which
she employs for this duty. It is not the bird
of paradise and the nightingale, but the fowl
ot dark plumage and uumelodiuso voice to
which is entrusted the sacred duty of eliminating the substances that infect the air. And
the face of obvious analogy teaches us not to
expect all the qualities wnich please the general taste in those whose instincts lead theta
to attack the moral nuisances which poison
the atmosphere of society. But whether they
please us iu all their aspects or not is not the
question. Like them or not, they must and
will perloriu their ollice and we cannot stop
them. They may be unwise, violent,abusive,
extravagant, impracticable; but they are alive
at auy rate, an d it is their business to remove
abuses as soon as they are dead, and often
to help them to die.
To quarrel with them
because they are beetles and not butterflies is
but
from
Car
natural,
protitable. They grow
noue the worse for being trodden upon, like
those tough weeds that love to nestle between
the stones of court-yard pavements. Il you
strike at one of their heads with the bludgeon
of violence, il flies opeu like the seed capsule
of asuap-weed, aud tills the whole regiou w ith
seminal thoughts which will spring up iu a
crop just like the original martyr.”
We might—if disposed to he critical—take
exceptions to some of these statements as altogether too sweeping iu their application. Tor
instance, the comparison of the great body of
reformers without distinction to “birds of
dark plumage aud uumeiodious voice.” If
the author was unknown, we might suppose
he had never heard old l)r. Beecher, one of
the pioneers in the same cause; or that noble
sou of his noble house, who is equally at home
iu every department of reform; or even our
own Neal Dow, to say
nothing ol a host of
other meu too numerous to mention. If tlieirs
are “uumeiodious voices” where shall we Uud
melody” But whatever wo might be willing
to admit on that score, iu some cases it is
very evident that there are men to whom the
voice ol au angel, denouncing sin, w ould be
but the howling oi a Jemon. Aud we may
saug together aud all the sons ol God shouted
tor joy, the inhabitants of a certain locality
dowu below heard nothing but jaigon. And
—to use an authors own words—“the torce ot
obvious analogy teaches us” that iu all similar cases the fault is not in the voice, but iu
the ear, aud not only iu the ear, but iu the
heart.
But we cannot stop to he critical. Looking
only at the surface of things, we are williug
to give our author credit lor good intentions.
Looking at the subject from his conservative
stand-point, he evidently acted,to the beat of
his ability, iu accordance with the old maxim
of giving the devil his due, and as he has done
to others, so let us do to him.
Doubtless all true reformers are posse ssed
of devils, iu the eyes of modern representatives ol the ancient Scribes and I’harisees.
The old charge against the Divine Master has
been repeated against his humble followers
for more than eighteen hundred years.
“He
easteth out devils through Beelz-bub, the
prince of the devils!" Perhaps that is the
only way iu which the conservative can interpret the radical. And “if they have called
the master of the house Beelzebub,
howjwuch
more” shall they apply the epithet
to them
of his household!” If they have called llim
“a gluttonous man aud a wine bibber, a boon
companion of "publicans and sinners,” how
much more shall they call them “unwise, vio-

lent, abusive, extravagant. Impracticable!”
“The disciple is not above Ilia master nor the

servant above his lord.” Let him accept the
fact with all patience and humility.
The time is coming, however, when these
despised reformers will get their due from
men, hut not till the reforms they advocate
obtain a decided triumph; till then they must
lie content to grub atnoug beetles ratlier than
to glitter among butterflies; till then, however eloquent their speech, or however
pleasing their address, they must be content to re.pnaiu iu the estimation of the world “birds ol
dark plumage aud uumelodious
voice,” stand
as targets for the practice of those
peaceful
souls who never Urea shot ut the
wiong-doer,
hut ate everlastingly blazing
away at the
How many there ate
avenger of wrong.
among us to-day, who are so busy discharging
blunderbusses at the abolitionists that
they
can lind uo time to lire even a
pop-gun at a
rebel! Iu accordance with this spirit, if a
gang of villians are robbing society of its
choicest treasures, they must be treated with
the largest measure of charity, but if other
men fllledjwith righteous indignation,
pursue
the robbers to bring them to justice, they are
forth withjdcnouuced by some who ought to
know and do better, as disturbers of the
peace! miserable fanatics! utopian dreamers!
who would turn the world upside down for an
abstraction! And even the robbers themselves
encouraged by this mawkish sympathy, will
turn round on the reformer, and with all the
innocence and impudence of that of old, exclaim, “art thou he that troubleth Israel?”
Ministers of justice are always a trouble to
evil doers.
“No rogue e’er fell the halter
draw” without seeing birds of remarkably
‘dark plumage and uumelodious voice” iu,

be chief magistrate aud executioner.
But, says one author, these “reformers

are

apt to interfere with vested rights.” Vested
wrongs he might have said, which according
to very high authority “have been sanctified
by hundreds of years of legislation.” Just
as though a
long course of legislation could

sanctity crime!
Uow long will

it take the wise men of th's
world to learn that robbing a fellow man of
his dearest rights, either by making a chattel
or a drunkard of him. Is none the less criminal because sanctified by law ?
To a person of an imagining turn of mind,
it is interesting to observe the movements of
a class of exceedingly pious patriots
among
us, who are great sticklers for the doctrine
that the powers that be are ordained of God”
just so long and so far as those powers are on
the side of Hum and Slavery, and that all
opposition to such a government is a crime.—
liut when, in the course of human events, under the guidance of an over-ruling
Providence,
"
the powers that be” come out on the side of
Temperance and Freedom, why, then their
patriotic piety undergoes a marvellous change.
They suddenly seem to discover that "the
powers that be are ordained” of the devil, and
that rebellion in all its various forms and degrees has become a virtue; from the systematic violation of a.State Liquor Law, up to the
prosecution of a gigantic civil war for the
overthrow of a National Government.
1 don’t say that every violator of the Maine
Law is a secessionist, in the common acceptation of the term; but 1 do say that
they are
both alike contending for the right to
perpetuate wrong; I do say, that they are both alike
rebels against righteous government.
Allow me uow to initiate you, if you are
not already initiated, into a curious
experiment in political chemistry.
Take two equal
parts of rum and slavery, and shake them
well together, and I’ll warrant you a perfect
specimen of what is called a copperhead.—
k You might turn out a black snake, or a rattlesnake, or any common serpent, in some other
way perhaps; but I don’t see how it is possible to manufacture a real simon-pure
copperhead without rum and a good deal of it. And
whatever may be said of love of power, or
hatred of race, or thirst for revenge, or the
madness of ambition, as among the
procuring
causes; it is past all doubt that rum, was, and
is, one of the principal ingredients in the
seething caldron of this accursed rebellion m
Hut to return to lieu. Dow to whom 1 have
before barely alluded. Look at the treatment
lie receives from the hands of men whose
children aud children's children to the latest
generation will have cause to rise up and call
him blessed! Having left the Held of battle
against ruiu at home, and periled his life in
defence of our common heritage, aud being a
prisoner in the hands of the common enemy,
see the bitterness with
which the northern
minions of•JelT'Davls’s King Alcohol pursue
him eveu there! Listen to their hardly
smothered curses whenever his name is mentioned! Mark the avidity with which they
catch and magnify every evil report. And
judging from these specimens of their malignity, il the rebels should murder him in prison, who can doubt that such men would clap
their hands for joy ? Are there not thousands
-in tills State whose cowardice atone prevents
them from doiug what they would gladly have
the rebels do for them ?
As to Neal Dow's reputation, such men
can never damage it till they begin to
praise
him, then it will ha blasted beyond redemption. And as to putting him out of the way,
they may rest assured that if his eloquent
tongue should be stopped by violence, it
would only make eloquent, thousands of
tongues that are now held in silence. If his
good right arm should be stricken down, it
would only add nerve and vigor to thousands
of arms that are now hauging in idleness. In
short, if the bludgeon of rebel violence, instigated by copperhead sympathy, should fall
on that noble head aud break
it, it would only burst the bulb ol a giant snap weed, and
scatter lar aud wide the seeds of Temperance
and Freedom, to spring up in a plentiful crop
of disciples just as near as may be like the
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EDWARD SHAW, Agent, 102 Middle Street.
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the Ieaws of the State of .Maine.

89.00 ...CHEAP COAL.—89.50

surplus is invested as follows
Real estate, unincumbered,
*87,963 18
Cash in hand, on deposit, and in agents’
hauds,
216,960 56
United States Stock*,
612,847 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds,
669.45'» 00
Hank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047.270 nO
Mortgage Bonds,
331,900 00
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co’s scrip, 1862-3,
16,886 60

SAWYER & WHITNEY.
moh20‘68dly
Aid to Union

A

received letters of

dec5 dtf

CO.’

Maine.

mHK Maine Insurance Company Insure against
X loss or damage by Fire, buildings, Merchandize and Fnruiture, on terms as favorable as it can
bedonobv any solvent Company, Policies issued
for Ono, Three, or Five
years.
J.L. CUTLER, President.
J. H. WILLIAMS,Secretary.

No. 102 Kiddle Street.

"Our County Records show the whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. 1
propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Administratrix,1 have
no desire to conceal any matter connected with the
administration. If you adopt this course, it would
be convenient, perhaps, to notify your
attorney to
oall npon me. aud I wiil immediately put him in communication with the Probate Records, aud with the

Still

If it is requisite to employ "pomr attorney
HERE'' “TO CALL UPON” Strout, so that
he(Strout)
can "immediately put him” (this "bomk attorney
here”) "in communication with the Probate Beeords. and with the Ad /ninistratrix," in order to get
*T h k I h vi den u "(on *64.641—••*10.80" out of
Strout,
HOW MUCH OVER 2m PER CEBIT. OF THAT
DIVIDEND,
*2.16, WILL I BE LIKELY TO KKAL1EE ?
D. T. CHASE,
Assignee of Smith A Stratton.
N. B. "The Probate Records" speak in black
and white. (See report qf Committee qf Nine.) The
Administratrix has already spoken as lollows
This may certify that Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) wa* retained as Counsel to
adjust
the affairs pertaining to my late husband s estate, as
might best tend for my iuteresT.and that of the heirs
at law
He was not'employed to buy up the
CLAIM* AOAINriT THE ESTATE FOR 20 PER CENT. FOR
HIP OWN benefit.
Had there been no assets, he
would have expected pay, and been paid, for all the
services which he rendered.
Catherine B. Round*.
Portland ..'July 11, 1863.
oc3U TuThAStt
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J. W

SYKES,

LOUR. GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

Chicago, Illinois.

Kkkkkkmkp-Messrs. Maynard ft Sons; H. ft W
C. U. Cummings ft Co.; 8. G. Howdlear
Co.; Charles A. Stone; ilallett, Davis ft Co., of
Huston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Bank, Boston. J.N.
Bacon, Esq., President Newton Bank, .fewton. C.
B. Coffin; Warren Ellis ft Sons, New York City
Jy9 '63 dly

Checkering;
ft

HOOTS AND

SHOES,

*[®t*il

ROBDKKS,

COATS, PANTS and VESTS, and BusiSuits made to order, at the short notice ol
12 hours, at
A. D. REEVES, 96 Exchauge St.

DRESS
ness

habits, ZOUAVE JACKET8, and
RIDnrO
Fanoy Waists for Ladies, cut and made to
at
98
A. D.

or-

REEVES',

Exchange

St.

DESCRIPTION of Garmeuts for Men
and Boys cut at short notice, at
A. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange Street.

INVEKY
A

Clothing for Men
shape
I[EVERYTHING
and Boys made to order with neatness and disiu the

of

A

patch,

at

A. D.

of

VARIETY
ing* always
%

A

A

NOT SUBJECT

ASPECT A L ATTENTION given in
getting up Buy*
Jackets, Pants and Overooats at
novlOdtf
A D REEVES’, 98
Exchange it.

our

Internal Revenue
j

ExritANf

following

all wishing to enter the service will find it
advantage to call on him before enlisting.

rates:

NAI H L J.

MlLLKtt. Collect..

'Vvranted. I
Second-Hand Candle
At No. 90

to their

mcboood3w*

I

I

wool) AM) COAL
CHEAP FOR CASH !

CHEAP COAL.

idfijj

8 C. DYElt,
No 3 Central W harf.

dim*

Wanted

A

$9.50

by

second hand

Intiiivtllately,

steam

of
H1GI1T k DYER
2j Union Wharf.

r/nyi:

lot

chestsut coal ss.eo b tos,
MOLNlAi.N, LEUKitl. UKZILTON,
i’Hh.'Mi.V.’A1'' 011> COMPANY J.KIIKiH, LOSPKLMi

DIAMOND, \VKBS■ViiS1
M.°.V,NiA1*',>HNS.
lEBand
BLAlKHKATti. 'These Coals are of
very best quality, well screened and
warranted to give satisfaction.
Also tor sale

HAltD AND

the

nicked

delivered to any part of the city.
Commeacial St., head of Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUNDS a son.
feblS

LL persons having
against the Portiand
J\. Fire Department, are requested to present them
ou or before the 28th inst for settlement.
II r. BARNES, chief Engineer
Portland. March 9th, 1364.
mch9 dtd

Wanted.

SAI.K3M.VN
who
one

WOOD,

dly

Book Card & Fancv Printing
■BATL1 EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRES

eral

GEO.D. RAMSAY,
Equipments."
Brigadier General, Chief of Ordnance.

The time for opening of propo-als uuder the above
advertisement for Horse Equipment is postponed
uutil the 99th iust., and the first delivery until
April 9th, 18t4.
GEO. D. RAMSAY,

con

Boston,

In

eau

i>ou*ation
Mass.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

fob23,

a Jobbing House, in Boston, to
bring a good Cash Trade. A libwill be given. Andress Box 3112,
mcli6eod8w*

No. 188 Fort St

DOLLARS will be given lor the deteetios
and oonviotion of any person or nerson is tealinf
papers from the doors of our subscribers.
«e«ll
PUBLJhHKRfl OF TMS PRJCftt

FVK

MERRILL'S W11 ARK.
Persisted, Me.

of the

insured and

at

rates

as

now

DR. S.

C.

as

Portland, May 25,1863.
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HAVING

Joseph Gray

A

Co.,)

PLASTERERS,

tuit

i oRMsmit stucco &« vstic wokkirs,

p-epared to furnish the public with
ARECenter Pieces
and all kiuds of Plaster Ornaments
other
in the

as cheap as any
establisiuent
State, amt at the shortest notice
We will also give prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Whitening, White Washing and Coloring
; fr*Please leave your orders at No. 6 South street
!et>2f> d3m
Opposite tne Riding School.

To Dlmiiitat’ttirpr*.
fTIHE subscriber being in correspondence with an
J. Emigration Agent in Birmingham, England,
(who ha- been in the businessf »r a loug time will
obtain through that Ageuey Artizaneor Workmen
of all classes with promptness and dispatch.
EDWARD SHAW.
March 9,1864 tf
l<vj Middle street, Portland.

TO

CLOSE AN F.STATE. Schooner “Sarah
Wooster/’ 172 tons, fore and aft rigged, be-

lieved to be sound—fitted up last fall at an
expense
thousand dollars, with new sails, rigging and
spars; carries 150 M lumber, a-id I* a good sailor.
N. J. MILLER. Ja
Apply to
mcnO d#w
over 92 Commercial Street.
or one

JOHN F. SHE HR Yj
Hair Cutter and Wig

Fsiriti for Sale,

JIaker,

Standi^h Corner, on which le a
half ii tuse. with Mutable out building*, in go ;d repair. It contains 5b acres oi land
aud a fair orchard; is within one hour's ride ot
the York A Cumberland Railroad aud commands a
flue view of Portland aud the White Mountains.
Iu tin* immediate neighborhood ar. rbu
p|iun>h*i
aud the best of schools.
The place is every way a
desirable location ior hi ah h std comfort.
The
buildings will be sold, it desired, with one or two
acres of .'and; aud one-half of the
j urchase money
tuar remain ou mortgage for a term ot yean. A
plan of th»* premise* cau he scan by calling on E. H.
IlL\K||»E*4i at liorham Corner, and at the store
of Messrs. Phi! brick k Emery, at S'audish Comer.

SITUATED
story aud

No. 13 Market Square, Port; 'nd.fup stairi.)
5JP“8cparat«. room for Ladies' and Children’s Hair

Cutting.

A good stock of Wigs, Halt-Wig?, Bands, Braids,
Curls, Frizetts, Pads, Rolls, Crimpiug Board?, Ac.,
Ac constantly on hand.
dly

J. A. DAVIS A

Commission Merchants.
For the

purchase

of

AD.

FOR EASTERN MARKX3S.

220 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wi*
84 8outh Water St., Chicago, 111

CITY OF PORTLAND.

dflm
In the

REM OV

L

removed his residence to JVo. 37 MiddU
corner of Frauklin street.
heretofore, .Vo. 115 Exchange Street, In
Noble's Block, up stairs. Office hours from 9 to 10
AM., from 2 to 3, and from 8 to 9 o'clock 1*. M
Dr. K. will continue, in connection with general
act ice. to rive special attention to DISEASES OF
’EM AI.KS.
oolldtf

HAS
Afreet,
Office
as

5r

M

PEARSON,

Silver
AND

Plater,

MANITAITURKR

SILVER

WARE,

WATER-PROOF

FELT COMPOSITION,
-and-%

E.
jau2«* dtl

Roofing

;

Sec

j

17. The prices or rate* of fare to be taken by,
paid to the owner, driver, or other person, bavugchargeof any hackney c trriagc.eacept Omuibuss •», shall be as follows, that is to
say, for carrying a
pvscugtr from one place to auother, within the
City, between th > hours of four o'clock A M and
eleveu o'clock P. M. u«t exceeding
thirty-live cents;
or

aud from eleven o'c'ock P

No. tf Union Street.

BROTHERS,

or Mayor am> Ali-ikuks, I
March 3. 1964.
I
been twice read, passed to be ordained.
JACOB McLELLAN. Mayor.
In Common Council. March 3, 1864.
This bill having been twice read passed to be ornioo e. rwirriiEiL, Mint.
damed
JACOB Mi'LEI.LAN, Mayor,
Approved.
rocho at w

Is Uo.\m>

PORTLAND P1NB,

HORTLANU.

Copurfn<>r«lii|>.
formed

a

Co-

undersigned bave thl« day
TSHE
part ner,hip under the .tyle of Colley, burn*
bam fc
will continue !ho Fnrnlture Buii*
Co.,

nee. at

and

the old stand, 308

Portland, March lit,

€*oii(ii|;SOiid Diseases.
Statutes:
When any disease dangerous to the
bxcr 30
health exists iu a town, the municipal officers
-hdH use all possible care to prevent its spread and
to give public notion of infected places to travellers,
bvdisplaying red flags at proper dixtances, and by
allo'her mean* most effectual, in their judgment,
for the common safety.
Sect ;<J. When a householder or
knows
that a persou uuit-r hU ca*e is taken sick of any
such disease, he shall immediately give notice thereof to t'le municipal officer# of the town where such
per* >n is, and it he neglect* it no shall forfeit not
less than ten. nor more than thirty do'lara.
The above law will be strictly enforced
JOHN 8. HEALD,
ft»bl2tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

public

Albion F.

deo2o dAwSm

having

Chapter 14th, Sections 80 and 32. of the Revised

COMMERCIAL STREET.
llarrli, (
HenJ. F. Harris. (

to four o'clock A. M.

senger oue trunk, and iu addition thereto two article*. such as a valise, carpet bag. box,
portmanteau,
bundle, or other similar articles used in travelling,
if liable tnu .-sted to do so, without charge or comtherefor
but
tor
;
pensation
every additional trank,
or such other articles as a’O above uarned more thaa
two. ho shall be entitled to demand aud receive live
cents; If auy driver or other
person shall demand
or receive auy greater sum for their services, as
specified in >his section, he, or they shall forfeit and
pav for so doiug a penalty of twenty dollars A>r
taeh offense
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be
io force from and after its approval by the Mayor.

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
CORKER

M

under four years of age. wheu accompanied by their
parents, or an adult no charge snail be made.
Every owner, driver or other persou having charge
of any hackney carriage, shall carry with each pas-

This bill

HERSEYt Agent,

HARRIS

low*

forty-live

fcy-All kinds of WAKE, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Castors, Ac., p.ated in the
beat manner.
Also, RE FA/RING and RE-FINISHING Old
Silver Ware.
jau‘49 d<*m

Gravel

Thousand Right Hundred and
Sixty four.

not
cents; lor vhiidnu beexceeding
tween the ages of four aud twtvc year*, if moro
tha.i oue, or if accrue pa nwd by an adult, half price
is only to be charged for each child, aud tor children

OF

‘238 Congress 8t., Opp. Court Ilouse,Portland,Me.

AND

Tear One

An Ordinance Amending an ordinance
concerning
*
i arriages.
Bt U ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the (Sty qf Portland, in
City Council assembled, at follows
Skt rUN i. file seventeenth sectioiP of the Revised Ordinances concerning carriages, is *in«nded
so tha: said section, as amended, shall read as fel-

DR. HKWTOX

FIRE

a

Possession given immediately.
8taadi.*h. March U. ls>j4.
eod3w*
KEEVEN. Fashionable Military, Naval
• and Civio Tailor,
99 Exchange Street.

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS

•optXI

at

.-

VO.,

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

to

FOli SALE.

dlRponcd of hi? entire interest In his
Office to Dr. 8.C KKUNAL1), would cheerfully
rcccommend him to hit) former patient.? and the public. Dr. Fkrnald, from long experience, i? prepared to inaert Artificial Teeth ou the" Vulcanite Biue,"
and allother methods known to the profession.
Portland. May 26.186a
If

Feb 16 dkwtf.

(Successors

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over SO
rooms,large stable and shed*—situated twe
1',and oue-half milce from Portland, aud tne
•iiQ3 flc«st situation in Cape Elizabeth for a waP tering place, and summer boarders. For
GEO. OWEN,
particulars ensure of
31 Winter 8treet. Portland.
»p7 dtf

Dr. 3. R. nEALD

any other

Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Sec.

Possession given

a

ttmuMCEA.Dm. Bacon and Brxalin

The issue Of Free Policies tenders it at
the lea-t’equal if not superior to the participation
Office No. 102

us.

For sale or to Lei.

DENTIST,
No. 175 Micldl
Street.

Company.

companies.

by

Also, a Front Office in Hanson Block.
H. J. LIBBEY * CO.
J«ui9 dtf

FERNALD,

WAKKEVS lift FOR VCD

low

To Let.
occupied
STOKE
immediately.

A CARD.

Company.
This Company will issuu Police* to be free after the
payment or eix, eiglrt or ten Premiums at the option

uow

Superior Family Flour.
BARRELS of superior Flour; suitable lor
"
|
•J"
family use. Also a few barrels of Baldciu aud Greouiug Apples, for sale at the lowest
wash price by
JOHN PUR1NTON,
eod4w

dtm20

Gen. Chief of Ordnance.

PARTICIPATION.

Bills

and

best of

SOFT

Each party obtaining a contract will be obliged to
enter into bonds, with approved sureties, for itsfaithful execution.
l'poo the award being made, successful bidders
will be notified, aud furnished with forms of contract und bond
The Department reserves the right to reject auy
or all bids, if not deemed satisfactory.
Proposals will be addressed to “Brigadier General
George D. Ramsay, Chief of Ordnance, Washington,
1) C, and will be endorsed
Proposals for Horse

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,

Notice.
A

Deliveries must be made in lots of not less than
fltty sets per week lor all coutracta of 600 « ts or under; one hundred sets per week for all contracts of
from 5u0 up to 1,000 sets; two hundred sets per week
for all contracts of from 1.U0 to 2,000 sets; and bve
hundred s«t«per week for all contracts of from 2,000
to 6 000 sets. The first delivery to be made on the
2d dav of Aptil, 18fc4.
Failure to make deliveries at a specified time will
subject the contractor to a forfeiture of the number
he may fail to deliver at that time.
No bids will be considered from parties other than
regular manulacureis, and such as are known to
this Department to be fully competent to execute in
their own slo ps the work proposed for.
Bidders will enclose with the.r bids the written
acknowledgments of their sureties, over their own

Engine, of thirty to forty

horsepower. Enquire

febl9 dtf

HEAD OP

ap22dtf

Brig.

TI! HE roome over the store of the «ub«eriber,corBer
X or Fore and Exchange streets, now
occupied by
Stephen Berry an a printing office. Possession give*
lat of January. Apply to
dec29 dtf
BENJ. FOGG.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

w

[*&*"•**••
Arbroath.

April20.IMS

Boxes',

Portland Street, Portland.

Deck Flunk.
Of \(\ M 2). 3 and 3} inch SEASONED WHITE
od'/U 1’lNE 1>E(.’K 1’LAoK at Bangor, for

sale

..

MFMS United otates Cavalry pa tern, a* hereinafter specified:
At the New York Arsenal, 8,000 sets.
At the Frauktord Arsenal, O.uuU sets.
At the
Arsenal. 0 000 sets.
At the Cincinnati Depot. 3,100sets.
At the St. Louis Arsenal, 3,U0U sets.
These sets of Horse k<iuipmeut* are to be furnished complete, except the horse-brush, curry-comb,
lariat picket-pin link, and blanket. The curb and
uatcring)0it.smail-cable iron hardware, and stirrups,
are to
conform strictly in pattern and finish to
those deposited at ihe Arsenals above named. The
tree* are to be of the regulation pattern, assorted
sizes—not less than 3‘{inches between the bars oa the
inside of, the pommel, the side tars oi hard white
w .od or be*eh wood, the pommels and cauiles of
beech, well put together; a 1 the irons one-tenth of
an inch thick, and all let into the wood ; to be cov-

me lit*

Jan7 dtf

!•

$9.50.

be supplied

To Let.

*•

of
at

Less than #60 at par.
#60to #1000, 4 percent, diaooant.
91000 aud upwards, 6 per cent, discount.

74 Middle

l*cr Order.

depository

to call at

Sthjtkt.
Who ha* been authorized to Enlist lor all the
Regiments and Batten s new and old in the field,
k

13UTS
the

1S63.

Stamps.

Office having been made a
Revenue Stamps, the public will

Nation'* foe.

roquested

Exchange Street,
roKTLAhD, July 17th,

J. M. TODD’S,
Corner of Middle & Exchange Streets.

on

Exchange St.

'J!i

n

DIALBAB I*

signatures.

Collection District qf State qf Maine,

To Lei.
OUSE No 127 Cumberland 8tn*et, now occupied
by Mr. Isaac lugersoil. Incnire of
ftb24 dtf
ST. JuHN BM1TII.

Union St., end 333 A 336 forest,
laltdtf
PORTLAND. Mk

wh*re delivered.

vears.

First

»ug20ly

no are

TO FORFEITURE,

FITTING,

manner.

Worke 8

rejected. The tree* to be subject to
covering
inspection during ail stages of tbc manufacture, but
the equipments will be inspected at the Arsenals

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

we are
ns with

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREE'T.
RANDALL & McALLISTER

All wishing to do

few

i

GAS

Dose la the heel

to be

Apply at office .31 Exchange street,
W. D. LITTLE, General Agent,
fel 13 STfcT fcweoft6w

-ALSO, FOB SALE-

REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.

MILITARY and Naval Officer can be
fitted out at the Tailoring Establishment of
A. D. REEVES, 68 Exchange SI.

a

All Kiuda of Hard and Soil Wood.

CLOTHS, Cassimeres and Vesthand at
D. REEVES’. 98

war-

ONE

Co.,

by the pay incut of

-AT THB-

—WHO ABEBurning to Avenge their Country’s Wrong.

Ins.

YORK,

TEN
ANNUAL
PrtKMIFMS,
on more advantageous term* than any other Life
Coinpauy in this Country
A l*o i**ues Poicies oat able at a nr given age during the life, or at the ilec<l» of the insured.
I'hese policies, as all other* with this great Company are continually increasing in va ueand amount,
and with its present large inve-tmeuts, which aro
constantly accumulating, at the rate of more than a
million dollars per annum, it may reasonably be expected that the sum msurcd will double itself within

Coal and Woo<l!

Now is your time to strike

and having large experience in tnai orauch, wou’d
call the attention of the trade to the same. Wo
shall iu future be much better able to
supply the demands of the trade then heretofore, anu
are confident that in the
both
of
our
stock
and work,
quality,
w e can
give satisfaction, as we manufacture express,*1*
ly
trade. Those buying for cash will
find it to their advantage to look at our
stock, which
SOU' and If AX
'“B*1"'*of
l.K I IIIKI., FKKSLH and AUKR1CAN
CALF,
French Ai/>, Lemoine andjndob
Cal/, float and Aid
Stork, Scry?* and Webs, Hoot and Shoe Machinery
and Findi' /js o/ all kinds.
Mr.KiMK kd Libby, late of the linn of Messrs.
Clias. J. Walker ft Co has associated himself with
us, and reiving on his many years experience in
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements.
T\LER ft LAMB.
Portland, Feb. 1, 1864.
febC d4m.

der,

TEX

"Howard A Strout.'*

The Public are invited to give ns a call, as
bound to give satisfaction to all who favor
their custom.

!

With the large cash fund of
MILLION DOLLARS,
has always granted Policies

immediately,

Our Coal U of the very BEST quality, and
ranted to give satisfaction.

Life

OF NEW

shall institute

HO EVERY

DBAIjERS,

TIIUE undersigned having greatly increased their
JL facilities for manufacturing

*1or

flic Mutual

JVofe—Sec. 47 of 113 Chapter of Revised Statutes,
wHl constitute one qf the chuf spokes in the wheel of
Funk A Co.
dec8 TuThAStf

generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes. No. 162 SOUTH WATER ST.

TO

ON

DELIVERED TO AS Y PART OF THE CITY,
AT SHORT SOTICK.

or

P.O.Box 471.

LARGE ACCUMU LATIONS,

V

Retail.

uaatf

Alle^hauy

POLICIES,

ANNUAL_PAYMENTS

j STEAM AND

PROPOSALS will be received by this Department
TUFdDA ^ March 15, at 4 P. M., tor the de-

INSURANCE

or

__

livery, at the following Arsenal*, of iiOKSF. fcQU'll’-

WITH

TEN

sale

until

FOBTLAND, Mainb.

Saifs Kooin to Let.
spacious and Up irable Pal** Hoorn to let on the
M*c-#nd floor in the now EVANS Rl II.DING
on Middle Bt
it applied fi
immediately.
WAMRvN ^EAHKOW.
mebft dtf
No. 74 Middle 8t., cor.
Exchange.

ill ITISIIISCUPTIM OF liCEimi,
Steen Cooks. Velves, Pipeseed Coaneotioos, Whole,

Csmwsrslel Street,

War Department,
Washington, February 23,1834.

dec4 dtf

—

CO.,

OB92ARCE OFFICE,

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,

Pureha*er lor Eastern Account

STREET,

Joshua buuknam,

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,
|

Ktsideuce

On board Steamer Forest city.
I desire also to well two
building loin near Randall's
Corner, in Westbrook. 4 or particulars and forma
or sale
toK.
ti.
York
A Son. or to 0 F. Dana
apply
Portland
mch3 d2m

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

BOLTS Superior Bleached }
Long flax "Gov-|
ernmeui contract,"
rx> do Extra Aii Long flax
&X) do Navy Fine
)
Delivered in Portland or Bostoa.
Bath.

eakaad

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

CanvftM,

30U do All

(NEAB THE POST OFFICE.)

"Portland. July 2,1861.
‘•Mr. D T. Chase—Sir
Mr. W. T. Kilborn
"holds a note for about *1300 against D. Libby
and
"endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is unpaid. He
"instruct* us to commence suit against you under
"Chap. 113, Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
“double the amount of the property
fraudulently
"conveyed to you by said L. Libby. If you desire

Yours, Ac.,

Having had large experience, and being importers and manufacturers, enable* usto well
the same article* as low a* they can be bought in
Boston. We have always taken especial pain* to
give our customer* RELIABLE dOODS. and believe none have given better satisfaction. Country
dealer* are invited to examine our stock before purchasing. Particular attention given to order* received by mail.
feblO d A w3m

-roa BALI BY-

BLOCK),

Middle Street.

TrlmaHafri always

mehlStf

(iusselliugs,

JAMES T. PATTEN &

see

CO.,

HilCriCTCkKK o»

in the State.

|

and 56

Reedies tad

only M tuufacturer* of
KID AND GOAT STOCK

NEW DRY GOODS STORE !

apply

SEWING MACHINESI

No*. 64

Shore
for Sale.

Sea

—

SINKER’S

*

dwelling house,

A #tory and hall'House, w ith fbnv
and a half acre* ol land
fronting on
the water# or tarco Bay. about a
nule beyond the Marine llo*i ilaJ.
I' is exactly .ippowtta- liiaiiioud
a
fore,
au
heing muated on a bend of the shore teaching
into the tea. oomuiaud* a line ilew in
erery direction, embraHug tho wt e Bar toward# Harpawell.
the wooded iaiauo# directly in front, the Fort#
aud
Lighthouse*, the open ocean through the charnel a
portion of Portland Harbor, the hid of MonJcy
* and
toe Marine Hospital.
It i* a very desirable place, not
for
a
only
perooa
of lu'e, but also for any one
following the sea for
a living
There is upon it a cove suitable to lay a
boat ssfely, and a » arf aoar by.
It must and will be sold very
cheaply, as 1 sin
about to change my place oi residence.

oo3

WOODMAN, TRIE
AGENTS,

email

Beumiful

OT“Orders for Machine Jobbing, Patterns and

And the

Scotch

Don’t forget to look at them if you want to
them iu great variety, at the Middle street

NON-FORFEITING

A

In connection with the above is an Iron Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Millwright**.and Ship-Builders is invited—and all kinds of Castings furnished
at short notice.
executed.

tbe north

with land sufficient for a
good garden, loeated in the upp r part of tbe
city, will be sold for tbe above amount.
Apply to
PnEXTISS LOR1NG.
Portland. March 7.
dtf
Daily Press cillice

Houses, Stores, and other buildings, fiued with
Gas and Steam in the best manner.

Forgings, promptly

in

$1,800!

IronStairs and other Architectural Work.

Findings.

Importer* of
Laslings uud

Serges,

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

LIFE

Light Uoubk Work of all descripti ons, and all
kinds of work required in building
Forti ric AXIOM 8.

THKEY,

Duth, Me.

pears—that

patterns,

Pipe ud Futures, Hill Gearing, Sasftiuc, Pulleys, tc.

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Shoe

BOYS'AND HEN'S WEAK.

No. HI miDDLE

of various sizes and

NO. 50 UNION STREET,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealer* in

(WOODS!

(FOX

STEAM ENGINES and BOILERS,

Blook, CongreM Bt

A

BREED

Ii&rge varieties of Table Linens, Towelings, Linen
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and tine Merino Ladies’
Black iiose just received.

pretend

"legal proceedings.

No. 840 1-2 8tew»rt’«
deoft dt»

daily.

Flannels; a Lot of Bed Blankets;
Satinet*, t'assiineres, Cloth*

I

I« prepared to farniah

H. 8. EDWAKD8,

Stock and

Cotton and Wool Domestics!

Partner Wanted.

tf

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union St.,

Steam

situa ed

?e!£r»,vi,‘*,condilioD;

order.

goitschalk.

Justin, lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by the yard, cut and made up into
the most fashionable styles, at the UmtstJiffuret.

INTEND to withdraw the various irons I hare in
the fire, and devote my whole attention to the
mysteries of the law. To this end I desire a Partner.
lie must be as oily as a mountain of blubber,
as supple tn the back as an eel, a* bland as a summer's morning, aud wear oa bis treacherous
phiz a
perpetual smirk. His name must be Peter Punk. 1
propose to constitute the Comjtany, and will bo as
pious, as dignified, and as pompous as an old w oodchuck cocked up on his hind tegs near his hole in
clover tinie. "The chief end of man" with Funk
A Co. will bo to feather their nest, and skin all who
come in their way.
In anticipation of having our
shingle out at an early day. I advise all the crooked
old sticks about to "hop the twig," instead of
paying their debts, to sell, or
to sell, all
they have, real estate and all. without security, on a
credit qf six
the widows, in due time,
be severally installed as "the administratrix,” aud
we their legal advisers.
As fast as the assets come
into our hands, "my learned Brother,” otherwise
called "Brother Punk," will wind to the right and
lett among the creditors, with the siuosity of a
snake, and with the scissors of Delilah, clip away 80
of their respective claims, or in other words
percent
he must lie "like the deril," "pull the wool"
over their eyes, and get all the claims
assigned to
himself for 20 per cent.
D. T. CUA8K.
N. B. No one need
whose qua!ideations are
not up to the chalk, and who cannot produce a piece
of composition equal to the following:

to

1STo.

New York. 23d Sept., 1888.
These Instruments may be found at the Musio
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers' prices.

a

FOB

OKCiANS.

delightful

NEW GOOD^ !

DRESS

satisfactory

SHOUT NOTICE.
Portland. May 29,186c.

commending

buy

Received from New York

UPHOLSTERER,
prompt

larm.

part of North Yarmouth, oaned
occupied liv hdward B.als

au,>

miles i.om Portland, aud two
miles 1,011
two depots, one Oil Ihe t.raud Trunk It. It
North
Yarmouth aud West Powual
said farm contain,
two hundred acics. mowing,
wood ai d Lastilling,
ture lands. Cuts 75 tows English Tmv.
Pasture dtvidediuto three lots permanently ttneed for
the
most pert with double stone walls
usii.g up most of
the stones on the place In their
construction.
Thirty acr«*.* of wood laud for raoet part o.d growth
a portion borders on the 15. K. and auo her
u.t near
tb«‘ hou*e. Autficicnt to last a
large family their life
time. 1 he orohard contain* from live to *ix hundred
tree*, all grafted fruit, and of the choicent kind* ia
iu l»vorable year* ba* borne
Ib'Hibmhel* marketable apple*. There are
Cttrrv
/'/un and/V'tr tree*. *11 in fine
bearing condition:
also a cranberry lie d » blob ban just
10 bear,
begun
and from about one third of tbe
same, thirty bushels were picked aud marketed last
yeai. House Is a
two story wooden
building, containing eleven cuusre
rooms, with tiDished ell. and other necessary outbuildings attaches!. Commands a fine prospect and
IS
adorned with beautiful shade
tree., haid aud
soli water in abundauce.
The barn i* on tbe o, po*it«* Aide of the road 1
0 fl
long by 4) wide, with *h*uei for *he ten'ug young
*tock in Atormy weather: tine well of never
failing
water, all iu good repair. Said farm will be sold
cheap a* tbe owner 1* out ofthealth and mud sell.
Term* of sale made known aixl all
inquiries answered on the premise*. Pav m* N made
em*y.
Norili Yarmouth, March 11,1864.
mchll dfc wtill

No 51 Union Street,
to do all kinds of CABINET JOBprepared
18BING in a
and
manner.
Book and Show Cases made

Stevens Plains Post Once.

man

CABINET MAKER

Boston,

ABIJAH HAVVRES.

^

dkw2w*

For Male.
The farm widely and favorably
known as tbe Col. dale* C. Cub-

F. M. CARSLEY,

possibly

ZUNDER,

people
aplaco

L„

mchU

Figs.
Dates,

--

Tho manufacturers have tin* wAtten testimony ol
hundred of the best Organists and Musicians,
both foreign ami native, to the effect that they are
superior to any laatranoAte #f the kind that they
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such as
Thalberg. Morgan and /undel, is the following from
Gottschaik:
"Mkhhrs. Mason k Hami.in:—I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
every household of taste and refinement that can
afford its moderate expense. Your Cabinet
Organ is truly a charming instrument, worthy of
the high praise it has received, and far superior to
everything of its class I have seen. 1 take pleasure
it most heartily as everywhere worin
thy a place beside the Piatio Porte, to which it is a
flue complement, from its capacity for rendering
much
music, sacred, secular, classic ana
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted."

should the
of Portland and vicinity
not trade at
where they can
aa chkaf
as iu New York or Boston, and where they can pur*
chase DRY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain etauding customers, thereby
shotting conclusively that a fair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

Why

Honey,

oct9 dtf

over a

rush to their

a

Candies,

Citron,
Olives,
Raisins,
Tobacco,
Sardines,
Cigars.
Fancy Candles of all description.

vicinity.

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

Administratrix.”

"to settle the matter, you can do so
"without further costs, otherwise we

keep up

ings, and an abundant supply of eacellent water.
Terms easy. Fur further lulormatiou
luquirw of
the subscriber ou tbe premise*.

Lozenges

Spruce Gum,
Canary Seed,
Lemon Syrup,
Cocoa Nats.
Nnts, nil kinds.

Prunes,

THE

No. HI middle Street,

bearing
* date

same

Oranges.
Lemons,
Limes,

subscriber, being impressed with the great
excellence of those instrument*, and their adaptation either lor small churches, vestry", or parlors,
offer! them for sale to the citizens of Portland and

(FOX B LOCK)

from "a long winded yarn" of SewIEXTRACTS
A
C. Strout (Howard A Strout) to Smith

master.

Hut whether the author of the Maine Law
is destined to perish as oue of the victims on
the alter of our American Moloch, or whether lie is permitted to return aud light his battles over again at home, let us who are still
at liberty do all in our power to
cripple the
enemy, by reducing his strong holds, aud destroying his munitions of war.
And here, with all due deference, I appeal
to our lawgivers. Let them remember "that
the end of all social compacts, is, or ought to
be,” not to conserve time hallowed abuses,
not to foster the pecuniary interests of the
proprietors and murderers of John Barleycorn, or any other man at the expense of the
whole community, but “to give every child
born iuto the world the fairest chance to
make the most of itself that wholesome laws
can give it.”
Aud let all whether iu public
or private stations,who have zeal and courage,
remember that they “owe it to the timid ami
doubting,” to the lukewarm and the thoughtless, of all classes, but especially to the rising
generation, “to keep the great questions of
the time in unceasiug, untiring agitatiou.”
Let all who love their country and their
kind, enrol themselves among the numbers
of that great sanitary cotnmision, whose duly,
whose privelege, and whose glory it will be
under God to remove, in due lime, all"the
moral nuisances that poison the atmosphere
of society.”
And, God being oar helper, let
lftt. IIS fTfl fnWMt'ii lulmeincr uml nrni'inir fr»r
the coming of the day when the eyes of the
whole people shall be so enlightened, and
their hearts and ears so nicely tuned to the
music of reform, that these “birds of dar k
plumage and unmelodious voice** shall be
seen and heard no more, even in imagination;
being gloriously transformed, by the power
of truth, and the divine logic of events, into
Nightingales and Birds of Paradise.

CABINET

Near the Post Office,

A Poser.

Wholesale and Retail

Mason & Hamlin’s

miihII price than a

FEUCHTWANGER &

ool2eodly

Domestic Fruit !

and

I ami for kale.
Pleasantly situated in Westbrook.

contain-

large and well

QT*Farniture Made, Repaired and Varnished at

large one.”

EDWARD SHAW-Agent,

Stratton, New fork, the
April 12th. 1862:

a

Foreign

RICE, Proprietor.

LEWIS
oclBly

that sup-

nov25tf

“It is eaiiier to pay

•elected stock of

AND

plier forwarded through their agents, have been received and distributed among the prisoners in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane
object.
‘‘Manyarticlesol Nourishment and Comfort for sick men are generidly needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipment.-* by the Christian
Commission have b^en already made, and othersnpplies are about going forw ard to Richmond as fast
as the
necessary means are contributed.
Money for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the Army Committee of Portiaud Young Men’s
Christian Association. No. 85 Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the reliof of the suffering prisoners.
T. U Hay as,
CVBUB Sturdivawt,
H. H Buuoase,
Army com.
A. J.Chapk,
W. H.Johnbov,
U. S. Christian Commission, Portland, Me.

CHURCHILL, Agent,

A

acknowledgement

....

a

Dt-situblc

Portland.n> ar prides
rJ' ,J* •
?a ,h« roaa bad.ng iron,
£r
kaltnoutli
to
Baccarat |a
2-;-«•*» hundred acus. ■niiabn M.
videumio III.age, pasture and woodland
A ulentv
of young orcharding apple aud pear trees
ju.iconiu
Into bear.ug, or the beat varieties. The sou it mo t.
ly clay io*m, well watered by a ne^tr iall ng brook
running tbiongn the farm. A new two story brick
House, with a good cellar, barn aud oilier out-build-

Exchange Street,

Are prepared to offer to the trade

The Largest and IJe>t Arranged Hotel
IN NEW ENGLAND.

Rich-

in

mond.

No. 1 Iroii Block, Portland Pier.

Augusta,

Prisoners

rilUK United States Christian Commission having

Total Assets,
*3,026,679 74
Amount of Liabilities for Losses not
due or adjusted,
*176.41184
Amount at risk, estimated,
116 516,479 Of
THUS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Luciua J. Hardee, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1863.

MAINE INSURANCE

Hanover Street

A

formerly occupied by
SAWYER.

O.

No. 3

THE AMERICAN Hill M.,

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'f

ami with the

J. C.

quality, and

Chestnut Coal—Prime lot delivered for i9.00 per tonl

Capital Stock hi.*1.500,000

HOUSE,

BOUHI.j

This popular Hotel has recently been purchased by Mr. Miller(ot the Albion) and has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, ami numerous excellent alterations
made. It is located on the Saccarappa road,
about lour miles from Portland, affording a beautiful
drive over a good road, and just about far enough
for pleasure.
It has a tine large Dancing Hall and good Bowling
Alleys. In close proximity to tho house is a warm
and roomy Stable, containing twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sheltered ohed, 106 ffeet long, for
hitching horses.
The choicest Suppers will be got up for sleighing
and dancing parties, who will tiud it greatly to theft
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will be spared for the entertainment of
guests.
dec*19-dtf

Hard and Soil Wood.

required

WILSON
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The adjourned meeting Monday evening
well attended.
Mr. Edward S. Morse read by title and presented for publication in the Journal of the So-

Vi IMIS

pobtlahd

larger
State, and

Press is

Daily

than any other Daily paper in the
double that of any other in Portland.

a

Ur icily

Tuans—*7.00 per year if paid
of *1.00 will be made.

in ad

ranee

discount

copperhead organs seize upon the presidential intrigues which have been developed
by a few ambitious or restless spirits in Washington, but in which the people take no interest aud which they will not regard, aud
they exult as though their own household was
at perfect peace, and no divisions, splits or
They
•chDuis were likely to trouble them.
seem perfectly oblivious to the split in New
York where the representatives of old Tammany were kicked out of the councils of the
party, as though a divided Empire State was
serious obstacle to their own

efficiency.

It

Democratic Presdeut has been elected in modern times in opno

to New Y'ork ; aud it may also be prudent for our copperhead friends to remember

position

that New Y'ork has never gone democratic
when the party has been divided. True.it is
of very little consequence to the Union party
of New York whether the opposition consolidate

fragments,

in

split

or

lor

the last stale

election showed coppeiheadism to be condemned as base coin, and the reccDt municipal
elections in the state only go to confirm what
before was pretty well understood in this re-

gard.
But the

only

troubles for the

do not consist in divisions

Copperheads
between Tammany

and Mozart—between those who would preserve the semblance of loyalty aud those who

outspoken and vituperative in their

are

bellious

sympathies.

Thej^have

Mac,” who
by the small

besides “Little

ants

other

re-

aspir-

first put
convention of
whs

upon the track
superannuated silver greys at the Burnett
House in Ciuclunali. Governor Seymour has

friends, and then that other “retired
C.
patriot,” as John Van Buren styles him
L. Vallandigbam, is to be rewarded for the
martyrdom which he has been suffering over
the border for his devotion to the democracy!
his

The Old Folks’
jy Ou fourth page,
Room, poetry; Hospital Cars Between New
York and Boston; Items.

of animals.
After this he gave a verbal description of
the four methods or plans of structure which
form the basis of classification of the whole

It is

of

gy Hon. L.

show that inau

longer than
Upon this

the late appearance of man upon
the earth, in view of the evidences with
Sir
which they are more or less familiar.
as

to

Chas. Lyell

seems

to b3

surprised

at

an

Tamerlane.

SyA vocal

later

usually

been

Then who knows that Franklin Pierce may
not again pop up at the critical juncture, and
claim his reward for the kind offices he has
nrarfrtPinui) inf Visa fcioniL- ilnuin Smiili 0

T*\»»-

Wood, too, is not supposed to have
let himself down so low as he has all for

nando

nothing.

Then who cau tell what may happen
meeting of their convention at
Chicago? If Grant, ami Foster, and Meade
before the

Kilpatrick should throw the Union lines
rebel-strongholds and Capital, and
good-natured, kind-hearted President

and

around the
our

would throw the broad arms of liis amnesty
around a few ol the rebel leaders, it is more
than possible; it is even quite probable, tiiat

friends miy f! id

our

senting Davis

at Caicago those repreTombs, Beujamin and MaBeauregard, zealously pre-

and

son, Slidell aud
ferring the claims of some one or all of these

sterling patriots, insisting

that

shall circle their brows!
such a plea be resisted ?

And how could
How could such

the

wreath

opportunity for magnanimity he carelessly
thrown aside? How could so glorious an
opportunity to prove their love for their southern
brethren be spurned ? How could an occasion so transceudcntiy auspicious for showing

that to which it has

must

else that the existence of

on

man

carried back to one proportionally
Yet this period, however remote it

be

remote.

so

X uc

many countless ages had been

operation fitting the earth for the residence
of man, and only requires that we should
adopt a rational and enlightened interpretation of the measurements of time given in
the Bible to make the cosmogonoy of the
perfectly harmonious with the results of

one

the other.

at

the

fully as opportunity
subsequent meetings of

prothe

announced, among
importation by
Cummings,
expressly for the Society,of valuable French
works upon Crustaceans, Cetaceans,Acalephs,
aud Corals, illustrated with numerous colored
steul engravings.
Dr. II. T.

an

how

devotedly aud lovingly aud tenderly they
bad watched the erring patriots of the South
and waited to welcome their return, be suf-

fered to pass unimproved?
We caution our
friends not to place too much rionfldetice in
the prospects of a clear held.
These are

days

for

unexpected

Debt,

an

events.

Clement ol Strength.

We propose that the debt which is now so
rapidly accumulating in this country, is to become one of the strongest bonds of
union;
make the

tending
people loyal, patriotic,
and interested in the management of public
affairs more titan they have previously been.
This proposition is the very reverse of the
to

general tone of remark and publication. Wc
ail apt to consider that debt is a weakness
and a hindrance; and while this may he true,
■ re

partially,

as

regards

au

in the case of

ent

a

individual, it is
community, of

differcourse

having regard that the debt does not reach
out of proportion to the
property pledged.
Let us illustrate:

At the outbreak of this
war, the indebtedness ol the government was
very smalt. The bonds were held by corporations in a limited quantity in this country, aud
the greater part of the loan was in foreign
countries. When Secretary Ciiase began the

Issue of his first loan, the people of the North
great distances of opinion and feeling. Pro-slavery an i anti slavery
were at

had among the masses
ber of followers.

nearly

an

doctrees

equal Hum-

The stability of government nlelf was seriously discussed, aud the loan of 1381 was carried through with much caution and considerable depression iu price. Bonds which
to-day
tell lor 110, sold for 85. But with each successive loan, the wants of the
Treasury have
been supplied, until
the announcement

to-day

comes

that even the five per cent,

notes are

is

folly

exhausted.

for

us

to

legal tender

Now why is this?

say that it is ail

owing

to

it
the

inflation of the currency.
The laet is, the people have been converted.
We cannot disguise it, that three years
ago we
doubted whether we had a government or
not;
not that every man felt
so, but the majority of
the

people who had the money acted as if
they believed it. Our debt has increased
every day since, and for a year to come it
promises to koejriucreaaing; and yet to-day,
a loan of five hundred millions can be
placed
with the people at better rates, aud iu a
quicker time than was one hundred
million, three

letter from

Boston.

Lieut. Gen. Grant—Leyislatice—Carswell—
Our Russian Friends, &e.

Boston, March 15,1SB4.

To the Editor of the Press:

Athens the younger is waking from her hibernation with a quickened pulse, and a general appearance of life and rejuvenation.
The promotion of Gen. Grant has given a

It was the voice of the

people, and it is prestige of new and grauder triumphs in the coming campaign. In him, and the CJod of battles, is our trust.
The Legislature has discussed a great many
ponderous questions, during their session,
among which, is the proprie y of giving the
members a free ride upon all the railroads in
the State—a very convenient and comfortable

arrangement—for them. They have also discussed the liquor question, upou which occasion the distinguished and talented orator,
Edward Caswell, was invited to address the
Legislature, ut the State House, upon the sub-

rising lecturer has just
highly successful western
topr, takiug New York, Philadelphia aud
Washington in the way, where ho met with
This young and

ject.

returned

uiun

from

a

u.utenug receptions.

lib

auuresseu

perance, such was his strange influence over
the hearts of his audience, that the applause
often

tumultuous, and at the close they
gave him three hearty cheers, with a unanimous invitation to
speak again upon his return from New Jersey, whither be has been
invited by some of the prominent men of that
State. He will then visit Portland, where he
will, no doubt be as cordially welcomed at the
“State House,” as at the Temple.
The City Council have voted au appropriation of $1200 for the celebration of the
glorious Fourth (wilhout the ardent).
Great preparations are also on foot for the
was

reception of the Russian fleet, which is expected here in April. So upon the whole, the
Athenians are wide awake, and quite likely to
remain so for the season.
That new “line of steamers’’ between Boston and Liverpool is attracting the favorable

thousand men, does not create more tbafftk
passing remark, aud the men will come in
obedience to the summons.

assume

lie.

hold the

Republican
obligations of

and

gether so that secession will be impossible.
\\ e hazard nothing in
saying that bad the
South held laige amounts ol United States
bonds live years ago, there would have been
no

rebellion.

Banker.

young gentlemen upon members of the Douse

following

settler.

“Speaking

of

clerkships, let me say that there are now ou
file iu the department, twenty-live or thirty
applications for every appoiuliiient that can
be made during the remainder of the term of
this Administration. The rush for these
positions is immense."

a very newsy mood, I will
the uufeiniaiue virtue of
keeping

silence when I hare nothing more to say—and
herewith, adieu, until
St. Patrick’s Day in the morning."

__L.

_

A. B.

Sanitary Commission.—The Collector of

Bath, Roland Fisher, Esq., has handed
to

be

placed

bius for the
er

says it is

us

$20

in the hands of Rev. Mr. Steb-

Sanitary Commission.

Mr. Fish-

contribution from

Capt. Wili,iam Babnes, of Woolwich.
Capt. B. is a
gentleman with whom we have long been acquainted. In the war of 1812—15 he was in
the service, and was on board the
Enterprise
a

the time of her fearful encounter with the
Boxer off this harbor. True he was but a
boy
then, but he has a vivid recollection of the
at

iy-Mr. Baldwin, member of Congress, frost
Matsacbusetts, writes to his paper that the
eironeous
report of new clerkships has
brought an avalanche of applications from
and adds the

here, and

Not feeling in

politDemocrat alike

the same government.
Sustain this government, and your securities are good. Destroy it, aud you ruin
yourselves. This debt will knit the country to-

land.

gy*“Perley” says reliable advices from
Monroe, state that Gen. Butler is
proceeding with the exchange of prisoners,
Fortress
man

bloody issue of that battle, in which both
commanders fell, though they have since
slept
peacefully side by side in the Eastern Cemetery in this city.
Capt. Barnes has been a
life-long Democrat, an J never dotted an i or
crossed a f on the regular party ticket till
about a year since, when a sense of duty to
his country and the
promptings ot patriotism
compelled him to cut loose from associations
of long standing that he might
give aid only
to loyal men and to a loyal cause.

for raan.and is confident that he will con-

successfully.
£yA building connected with Phillip's
Acadamy, Audover, a few days ssnee
was
set
on
tire and
Sevdestroyed.

tinue to do

so

eral attempts have been made to set Are to
buildings connected with that institu-

the

tion.

jy A

“children’s aid

society”

has been

formed in Boston, to look after and reform if
possible criminals of a tender age, without

sendiug

them to

jail.

The

object

is

a

worthy

one, and we hope success may attend the efforts of its projectors.

jyThe Balk Times says, Capt. Robert
Jack, of Bowdoinham, and biother, on Tuesday last, shot in Merrymeeting Bay and secured nineteen wild geese; two others were
lost under the ice. Eleven of these were at
one shot
This is a feat hard to beat.

jy The Bangor Whig

a

large and enthusiastic audience at Tremont
Temple on Thursday evening, and although
suffering from a severe illness, he held bis
hearers for more than an hour, enraptured
with his thrilling pathos, keen humor, and inimitable power of personation, and though
ills subject was the trite old theme ol Tem-

attention of many of the merchants
is quite likely to be set afloat.

ical

jy Newfoundland is said to be a country
without a reptile, and the Chattanooga Gazette
says, Vallaudigham is a reptile without a
country; he ought to “move” to Newfound-

a

years ago. Thousands of valuable lives have
baeu sacrificed on the altar of our
country,
and yet the President's call for two liuudred

Dsht is strength. Lot the war close iu
one
year, and it will close ou a North united by a
stronger bond thau any geographical or

March 2Ad.

new thrill of hope and promise to the whole
people—how could it be otherwise? We have
waited for it long, as we have doue for all the
great aud important movements of the Ad-

ministration ; but it has come at last—and for
this, and all other mercies, let us be thankful.

should have

^y Dr. II. C. Levensalier, of Tliomastou,
has been appointed on the Medical Board, at
Beaufort, S. C., for the purpose of examining
applicants for leave of absence and discharge.
jylt is rumored that Gen. Grant will assign Gen. Fremont to active duty. Rumors
also assign Gen. Burnside to the Department
of the South, and that Gen. Mead's successor will be named in a few days.
CjyBishop Soule has issued an order, dated at Nashville, calling a meeting of the St.
Louis Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church South, at St. Louis, on Wednesday

The donations were

them an

ir.auauictuuimmuv.ai.ivii

correspondent,
days since, and

time of his arrest.

Dr. \V. enumerated some of the sources of
this evidence aud stated that he would bring
them forward more

ucv-iucvjij

was omitted
appeared three
through sheer Inadvertence.
jy Mr. George Eaton, son of Thomas Eaton Esq. of Bath, a member of the 10th Maine
regiment, died at Brandy Station on Wednesday last.
^y John Bryant has been arrested on Montreal, for violation of the foreign eulistment
law. He had in charge twenty negroes at the

in

•sented,
society.

in aid of the

the 22d

from onr Boston

may be, is established by geological evidences
to be one of the last of those mighty changes
which for

concert will be

given in Auinst.,
Sanitary
gusta
Commission, by several distinguished vocalists
of this city.

that the extinction

—

period than
referred, or

Sweat, of this State,
making Colorado a free
M.

ground <tc.”
jy Company E, Second Maine Cavalry,
numbering 103 men, arrived here from Augusta yesterday, and embarked on board ship

globe.
of these animals came down to a much

D.

the

mammoth, the mastodon, the cave bear, Ac.,
were
contemporaneous denizens of this

imply either

Penobscot

the wharves in

Amherst Cabinet says—“at Enfield
there is a very interesting work of grace.—
Rumaellcrs have poured their liquor upon

in not comprehending
earlier date, and he appears now to be convinced that man and some of the huge monsters of the mammalian age,now extinct,as the

This would

as

yyThe

himself

the force of them at

far

jy The boy, who, for some misdemcaner,
was ordered by his teacher to sit between two
girls, said it was “capital punishment.”
jyThe 1st District in New Hampshire
which seut Mcyai to Congress a year ago.gave
this spring 2500 Union majority.
gy~The large government bounties to
volunteers will positively cease on the last
day of March.
33y“The consumption of sugar in 1803 was
one third less than 1862, so that the increase
in price has not increased the aggregate cost.
jy The city of Hallowed pays its City
Marshal and Chief Engineer of the Fire Department twenty-five dollars each.
rr-Maj- James II. McLellan, a prominent
merchant of Bath, died at his residence in
that city, on Thursday last aged 62 years.

point geologists may be charged with a hesitation in changing their preconceived opinions

opposition.

State.

plainly brought

bus existed upon the earth much
we
have heretofore imagined.

as

voted in favor of

evidences which have been accumulating for
many years, but more especially within the
to

with no

Hampden.

a

fifteen, tending

re-elected Mayor

ice weut out of the

jyThe

river last Sunday

paper from Dr. N. T.
True,of Bethel, upon the “Antiquity of Man”
and followed it with some remarks upon the

or

Belfast, on Monday

was

to be started up.

Silurian and the Devonian, these four plans or
intypes of structure already exist, so that
stead of one there must have been at least
four distinct primordial germs.

last teu

train

Laconia Mills No. 3 Biddeford is about

out; since in the earliest of the fossiliferous
works in which traces of animal life exist, the

Dr. Wood then read

hourly

an

and

yy Hon. A. G.Jewett

animals of the four types, and one of the unanswerable objections to the Darwinian theory of the upward progress of all animal life
utricle was

run

and Gardiner.

coffee is being successfully
cultivated in California,

Ey'I'ea

Ilis remarks, which wore
interesting, were illustrated by numerous
large colored drawings of the characteristic

primordial

proposed to
Augusta

of cars between

Animal Kingdom.

a

"W

mrnimm

■

TELEGRAPH

EVENING

PAPERS.

—

very

from

—

-TO TIK-

phrey.

of this in-

teeth and jaws

lingual

teresting class

The

no

illustrated his
some, remarks upon it, be
method of classification by drawings upon the
blackboard, of the curious and varied structure of the

A Divided Ilonsehold.

is well "to remember that

upon the1 Land and Fresh Water
Shells of the State of Maine,” which was reIn
ferred to the Publication Committee.

ciety,a paper

___—-—---

BY

On first page,—Speech of N. L. Hum-

was

Saturday Morning* March 19* 1804.
The circulation of the

ordinal

Portland Society ot Natural History.

and selected.

a

number of years

a

says John Ryan, for
at the Franklin

porter

silting in ins cnair, on Wednesand apparently in good health, suddenly

House,

winie

day,
felljforward

and died in

a

short time.

Heart

disease is said to have been the cause.

J5T” The Boston Advertiser is ahead of
facts in saying that the State of Maine has
accepted Irom Hon. F. O. J. Smith the estate
given for the establisment of a primary agricultural college. Not as yet. A resolve accepting the donation has been introduced but
not passed.
jy Bather unexpected was the reply of
the urchin, who on being arraigned for playing marbles on Sunday, and sternly asked,
“Do you know where those little boys go who
play marbles on Sunday I” replied innocently,
“Tes, some of them goes down by the side of
the river.”

y Prof. S. W. Johnson of Tale College,
at the late organization of the New England

agricultural society at Worcester,

gave some
management. He

very sensible advice on its
said substantially that cattle shows and fairs
were about played out, and were not the
only

objects of an agricultural society.
CyOn Wednesday evening says the Newburyport Herald,the dead body of an unknown
man, apparently about 50 years of age, was
taken from the Merrimac river at Groveland.
The skull was stove in on the

forehead,

and

appeaernces indicate that the person came to
his death by violence.

I#“Capt. Geo. W. Cunningham of Belfast,
late master of the ship Senator, is now on
trial before the United States Circuit Court
in New Turk, upon two
indictments; the first
charging him with casting away the ship Senator by means of scuttling, and the other with

conspiring

her away, with intent in
both to defraud certain insurance
companies.
to cast

jy Nothing has occurred in this vicinity
for long years that has more powerfully oper-

liijmrt<-t JteheJ Advance on the Pajtpahannocl.—Seeeah Plot in Kentucky.
New York, March 18.
Tbt; \V orld’s Washington
dispatch has a report that Stuart, with 0,000 cavalry, has crossed the Rappahannock near
Fredericksburg.—
Our array is ready lor them or for a
general
movement on the part of the rebels.
It is also thought the rebel
cavalry will make a raid
toward the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
The Times’ Washington
dispatch confirms
the report of Stuart’s
cavalry crossing the
Rappahannock, and says Killpatrick and Merrill are on their track.
There Is a rumor of a
conspiracy, embracing several counties and cities of Kentucky,
having for its object the annexation of Kentucky to the Confederacy. The leaders had
their headquarters at Monticello, and were
corresponding with Longstreet in Tennessee,
anil the Kentucky delegation in Richmond.—
The parties had secret
correspondence with
parties in Loudon, Manchester, Mount Vernon, Danville, itc., and the plan was to establish a central committee in every couuty, aud
compel its inhabitauts to join the rebel Con-

federacy as soon as Longstreet or Breckinridge iuvaded the State. This infamous conspiracy was discovered by seizure at the Post
Office of letters addressed by Kentucky members of the rebel Cougress to some of the leaders of the plot.
Gen. Gilmore's chief of stall'states that the
lower part of Charleston is destroyed,aud the
upper part is now occupied by troops.

Capt. Sawyer, who has returned from Richmond, says lie saw Lieut. Col. Litchfield, Maj.
Cook, Dr. Kinston, and three officers of a negro regiment in one cell, chained to six neThe prisoners are fed on corn bread
groes.
aud water, and have a limited supply even of
that.
The

Privateer

New York, March 18.

The Times' Paris correspondence announcthe important tact that Minister Dayton has
served a written notification upou the French
Emperor, that if the rebel cruiser Rappahannock, now at Calais, is allowed to proceed to
sea, the French government will be held responsible for all the damage she may do to
American commerce.
It is also announced
that the French government has issued more
stringent regulations onceruing the cruisers
of the belligerents. Among other things specified in these regulations are two, to the effect
that no vessel of cither of the belligerents
cau remain in port more than
twenty-four
hours, unless by stress of weather or for nccessary repairs, arm uiai no vessel can return
to a French port after
leaving it, in a less lime
than three months.
Messrs. Arman A Yoruz, the builders of the
six Confederate vessels at Bordeaux aud
Nantes, have given their word to the French
government that these vessels shall not pass
into the hands of the Confederates.
One or
more of the vessels are ready to launch.
es

Embarkation of' Troop* at Virkgburt/.
St. Louis, March 17.
Vicksburg dates of the 8th slate that twenty steamers are at the wharf loading with
troops for an expedition, which, it is presumed, will unite with Gen. Banks’ command and
go up the lied ltiver.
Report gives W. J.
Smith the command of the expedition.
It is said that Kirby Smith is selling his
cottou delivered in our lines, to British houses and others, for sterling exchange.

al

charges

upon the spot. The Telegraph considers this one of the most remarkable cases

of the “C. O. D.” system

on

record.

“Senator Fessenden, who has been confined
to his rooms for a week past, was in his seat

again this morning, and was warmly greeted
by his brother Senators. A few may regard
him with jealousy because of his
superiorabUity, or because he is not willing, as leader
of the Senate, to humor their
caprices, but he
enjoys a well-deserved popularity in the
north wing of the Capitol. His views on financial matters are
generally regarded as
sound, and-there is not a more incorruptible
and unchanging statesman in the
Republic.
As a leader of the Senate,
charged with the
double, and at times, rather conflicting duties
of securing appropriations, yet
guarding the
public purse, Mr. Fessenden displays marked
ability. No man is better versed in the art
of putting facts, nor has he many
equals in
reach of thought, versatility of
resource, and

power of diction.

Mysterious Disappearance.—Sergeant
Major Frederick Todd of the 17th U. S. infantry came to this city from Portland on the 8th

inst. on his way to Washington to be examined for promotion, and having in
charge a
detachment of recruits. He took lodgings at
the Adams House, and in the evening dressed
himself mostly in citizen’s clothing and went
out since whicli time
nothing has been heard
of him although the most diligent
inquiry
and search lias been made. He had but about
#40 iu money in bis possession.
His disappearance is the more mysterious as lie was a
and
steady
temperate man, who has been
for some time in the service,and the promotion
which lie anticipated from his visit to Washington had long been the object of his ambition. He has a wife in Portland to whom he
has been married hut a few mouths.—[Boston
A Youths’ History ok the Rebellion
—Messrs Walker, Wise & Co., publishers,

Boston, have in press and will publish about
April the first volume of a History of the Rebellion for the young written by
Rev. Wm. M. Thayer, author of the “Pioneer
Boy.” This work, will contain the substance of the larger and more costly works,

the first of

and will he valuable for the old

It is

the young.
large sale.

Resolve relaliug to an appropriation for the
schools was read a second time, and
amended iu concurencc, and passed to be en-

grossed.

The Militia Bill was taken up, and, after
some debate passed to be engrossed—yeas 19,
nays 4.
The bill relating to Capita! Punishment was
taken up.
Mr. Spring offered an amendment, substituting for the second section another, making
the issuance of the warrant of execution imperative upon the Governor, unless, after a
full examination, the latter shall determine
that the proceedings should be stayed.
Mr. Spring said that the bill as reported did
not amount to any thing. He wished the Legislature to say something to the Governor or
say nothing. At any rale he wished to relieve
the oAicer of the responsibility which he ought
to be compelled to bear.
After some debate, the bill and amendments
were laid on the table ami ordered to be

SPECIAL.

mortifying

its possessor, ami it is the most iuexciDab!1 ami oUvumvo in society. How often its possessor experiences a distant coldnets shown even
from the beat of friends, or perhaps the one rao*t
fondly cherished. Iront this source. You are iguoraut of the cause yourself, the subject i» ro delicate—
your moi* iutimate friend will not mention it.
"not remove this one gr»at barrier to your tua/ifi,
beauty and happinee* at once, bv using that justly
popular Denlifr c, Fragrant SOZODOaT, the most
convenient, pleasant and efficacious gem for the
toilet the world has ever produced.
Sold by Druggists everywhere at 75 oents per
bottle
mcbl9 It

Office, Portland,

I

March 18th, 1864.
f
From and after this date, and until further notice,
the Western Mail will be close at this office at 2
o’clock, p. M., instead of 1), as heretofore,
mchl* 3wed
A. T. DOLE, P. M

1)R ESS

SPRING

GOODS

NOW OPENING.

K

BABB,

mchl6

No. 9

Clapp's Block.

CLARIS’S
DISTILLED

FOR

AND

IS

THE

A

to

HAIRj

and Faded Hair and

Gray

Beard

RESTORATIVE

i's Natural Color,

MOST

LUXURIOUS DRESSING

FOR THE HAIR AND HEAD.
-oOo

Passed finally—Resolve In favor of Samuel
II. Allen and Thomas O'Rrieu; in favor of
Isabella Fogg.
Bill for the protection of sheep (by taxing
came from the Senate amended.
The
Bouse concurred in the Senate's amendment,
and added another amendment, so that the bill
shall take effect upou its approval by the Go-

dogs)

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,
Color.

Keatoros the

CLAKK’S RESTORATIVE,
Dandruff

Eradicates

s

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,
Promote* It* Growth.
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Prevents Its falling off.
CLARK S RESTORATIVE,
Is

an

unequalled Dressing.

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,
Is

good for Children.

was

indefinitely postponed

On motion of Mr. Williams of Augusta, bill
act relating to the redemption of Railroad
mortgages by subsequent mortgages, and for
the better protection of bond holders was taau

ken up and amended, and as
to be engrossed.

amended, passed

Is

good

for Ladies.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,

perfectly

harmless.

CLAKK’S RESTORATIVE,
Coutains

no

Oil.

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,

tend to establish a first class establishment
for fitting out fishermen, packing and inspec-

ting mackerel, curing codfish, etc. etc. Hundreds of fishing vessels weekly visit this
place during the fishing season, yet it is said
that there is no establishment at which they
can procure stores and cure and pack their
fish within fifty miles of there.

II.

..

n

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Beautifies the Hair.

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,

splendid

Is

leading papers, the overwhelming defeat with which they are everywhere meeting.
The Argus in this city, it is alleged by them,
in Its attempts to array the party against the
Government and to promote the rebel cause,
has had much to do in driviug loyal democrats
into the ranks of the Union party.

jy*Beu Wade of Ohio lately excused kimself for carrying an umbrella on a sunshiny
day, saying that he had heard that the enemy
of the Potomac was in motion, and it
always
rained within twelve hours after that

made

a move.

army

lor

Whiskers.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

Keeps

the liair in its Place.

Cures

Nervous Headache.

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,
Preveuts Eruptions.

_

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,

Stops Itching

aud

Bnrning.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

Keeps the

Head

Cool.

CLARK S RESTORATIVE,

delightfully perfumed.

Is

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
Contaiu* uo Sediment.
CLARK S RESTORATIVE,
Contaiu* no (jura.

.Portland_Liverpool.Mar

Polishes your Hair.
CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
your lor

Parties.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

Prepares

you for Balls.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,
All Ladies need it

CLARKS R ES IT >R A TIV E,

Lady

will do without it.

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE.
Costs but SI

CLARK’S RESTORATIVE,
Is Sold by Druggists ani Dealers Everywhere.
Priee

f 1 per bottle.—3 bottles tor So.
C. C.

CLARK A CO.
PUOPU1STOU*.

W

iieneral

Sore

Agent.

mch3

eodly

HALL,

-ON

MONDAY EVENING. MARCH 28tl*
1
COMMITTBB OF A

KB A MO I MINT*

McGlinchv,
McLaughlin,
Barnar I Daily
D. O'Riley.
p. McL'adbrty.

Michael McCarthy,
John McKinney,
Thomas Parker,

Ja*.
Ja*.

J.J.Bheebau,
John

Bodkin,

xakaoir*:

r Look

Jaa. McMain.
John McKinney,

B. O’Connor,
M M Heddy,
P. K M- iouney,
P T. eheridaa.

Michael McCarthy,
Wm.

Meiaugh,

ty Music by Chandler’* Quadrille Band.

1MEETS, admitting oue Gentlcxaa and two
Udlw, $1.00; spectator*. 25 cent*—to be had of the

Committee of Arrangement* and a’ the door.
Door* open at 7, dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
No check*

given

from the

ARMY
Rev. A. L.

TURKS ISLAND—Br brig Johu Richards, 10 09tl
Sait, to order.
MATANZAg—Brig J l’olledo, 331 hhds Molasses.
41 trcs do 20 cases Cigars, 4 boxes do. 1 bbl
do. Geo
S Hunt, 48 bbls Molasses. 1 trc do, John D
Lord, 13
caacs
1 Emery, 100 tihds Sugar, II1 Robinson,
Cigars,
1 case Cigars, H L Davis,3 this Molasses, 3 do
Sugar,
bush

gallery.

mcblh

CAMPAIGNr

Stone, D. D. of Boston,

^Vill Deliver liit* Oelebrated

Army Campaign

CARDENAS—Brig Enterprise,

436 hhds Molasses.
Brown k Sons, 1 bale Cotton picked

4o tres do, J B
up at sea.

Lecture,

—AT—

master.

HEW CITY

HALL,

Wedneiday Evening, March. 23d.

_MABBMBP.

I

In Mlktt, Injuria W Walker, of
Newbnrg. and
Miss Phelena E C Mason, of H; Charles A
Wood, Co
L4 n Me Reg, aud Miss Sarah Jenuey.
lu Scars port. John V Stone, of 8, aud Mis, l.urana
H WaninK. of Knox; E V Walker, of
Viualhaveu
and Mssi rsbbieS, daughter ofCcn Wm
Ayer
In Morrill, Sylvester H Uardv and Mrs Hannah A

Merriam.
in Baugor, Atnariah Hopkins, Uth Me
Iteg Vol,
and .M ss Emily L Kuox. both of Oldtown
In 1 rankfort, Robert Bowden and Mrs Jane Fleming

DIED.

|

rriie Old Ko'k* will entertain the Audience
of
ye ancient days.”
Door* open at
o’clock. Lecture to commence at
* j o’clock.
Tickets *6 cent*, to be had at Grosman
M Co., Middle St., and at the door.
Portland, March 19, 1S64.
mchl9 dtd
with Music

*•

Wreck el ibe Bohemian.
hereby given that contract has been
H. Gardner,Thomas SberNOTICE
made, by which
Glennie have
iaan and J
u

1

or

engaged

to *ave

all the

goods and property in the water in or around the
Bohemian, auu <>u all the adjacent beach or cove*.
And all other parties whatever are heieby forbid*
del to trawl, n*h, seek for, or collect any of the
abo.-cuientioucd good* or property, except with the
consent of the said contractor*.

HUGH ALLAN',
ALLAN, Agents.

mchl9 d3t

and ANDREW
LETTER

NO..

2.

JPre*Hej*eel»g|Caaare of Connmmtpti+a— it*
Synt/doin* and Prevention. Hy i>r. Morn.

The

To tlu Editor of the Portland Daily Pres«
Tubercular Phthisic—or a* it is rnoie
commonly
called consumption—has, from time immemorial,
beeu regarded as oue of the most final maladies which
the practitioner of mediciue ha* been called upon to
encounter.

MARINE
PORT

a

W.

A.

written

ofW^i

!n this city, 18th, Jnliet, infant
daughter
ami Abba M Drinkwater, aged 7 months.
to-morrow ISuudav], aRernoon. at 1
o dock.
Relatives ami friends are invited to attcud
Iu ( ape Elisabeth, 18th, Sydney C, sou of U II uad
M » Dyer, aged 3 years
I II Bangor. Alice Maud Jones,
daughter of Isaac M
and Charlotte 1, Jones, ageil8 years 3 monthIn Roxbury, very suddenly, of
paralysis. Mm Elizabetli II Cooley, formerly of this city, wile of Hon,
George II Cooley.

NEWS.

PORTLAND.

Frid“f.March

IS.

AKKIVED.

Ship Narraganactt, Hamlin. New Loudon.
Bark E S Uall, CogglM, from New York.
Br bark Emily, Doujflm, i'JUaya fromoiaairow,

It is therefore a subject of infinite importance, not
to the meuical man, to an individual, tutwbo’e
cities, countries and nation* aie more or lev* deeply
concerned.
Much has beeu said of the(cau«e* which predispose
to taberedar diteare. By many, this (Unease ha*
beeu iMip.trdcd solely of hereditary origin dnm.iiKtu
o! tubercular matter iu the lung* ha*> U-enatmluUtK
to a morbid or laulty cond tiou of the blood. Th * iu

only

ce
an important consideration,
oi«r
Tnat a conxtitu ionai prediamost serious attention.
can be transmitted from parent
no one at all familiar with the history of tuboclar
disease will attempt to deny. But I am

tainly

for

Boston.
Br brig Jolin Richards, Cliarchill, lurks Island.
Br brig J Polledo, Marwick. Matauzas, stb iust
Brig Enterprise, Grindle, Cardonas via Holmes’
Hole

Sch Searsvillc, Sears. from Boston.
Soh Mary Willey, Spinney. Boston.
Sch Win Arthur, Haskell, Boston.
Sch Alice. Curtis. Bath
Sch Amanda. Lam.-ou, Mac hi at for Boston.
Steamer Potomac, Sherwood. New York.
Steamer Montreal. Prince. Boston.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John NB
for Boston.
CLEARED.
Ship Northampton, Morse, New Orleans. H Inman,
U S Quartermaster.
Ship Asia, Maxdeld, New Bedford, Littlejohn k
Chase.
Sch Delmont, Orr, Alexandria, 0 Nickerson.
Sch L W Peirce, Luring, Baltimore. R G York k
Sou.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the “Spindle” placed
to mar*
Share's Rocks, approach to Saco, Me, was
carried away in the late gale. A Spar Buoy will be
aet to mark tho danger until further notice.
The Lower Bar «uoy, placed to mark the entrance
to Saco river. Me, has broken from its moorings and
gone adrift. It will be replaced as soon as possible.
By order of the Light House Board.
H. K. H INK LEY,
L. H. Clerk, 1st District.
Portland, March 17.1863.
Bark Iddo Kimball. 48} tons, built at Rockland in
1861, was sold “by Telegraph” on the 15th iust, to
Henry Simmons, of Philadelphia for $17,000.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BOSTON—Ar 17th. schs Maine, Brown, ElizabethDelia llind*. Wells, Calais; Martha, Crediford,
an;
Kennebunk.
Cld. sch Franconia, Holt. Machias. to load for Matauzas.
Ar 18th, ship Old Dominion, (of Richmond)
Sampson, New Orleans. Feb 20. 8W Pass 23d; brig A J
Ross (of Sears port) Small. Cardenas. Match 4:
brig
Label Beurroan, (ofCastine) Small, Philadelphia;
sch Black Warrior, (of Gouldsboro) Foss. St George,
NB; Harriet Baker, Webber, New Turk
Cld. brig Isaac Carver. Shnte, Nassau, N P.
HOLMES’S HOLK-Ar 16th, PM. schs Eastern
Light, Cole, Tangier for Boston; UaimouiaUeuuett,
Portland for Washington.
Ar 17th. schs Charles Heckscher. Smith, Boston for
Philadelphia: St Lnoar, Barns. New York for Rock-

land; Leesburg. Biake. Portland fur Philadelphia.
Remains at 8 AM. wiud N W, brig A J Ross, and St
HAMPTON ROADS—Ar 13th inst, bark Emblem,
Nickerson, from Baltimore for Boston: schs Union.
Post, for Belfast; J P Nickerson, guow, Welllleet,

BALTIMORE—Cld 15th, schs Hattie Staples. New
Y'ork: Anna Gardner. Knowles, Port Royal SC; Sarrh Helen, Stewart, Fortress Monroe.
Cld lGth *ch Julia E Gamage, Black, for Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lath, sch R Warren, Pickeriug. Deer Isle.
Cld 16th, sch 8 Thurston. Lampher. Key West.
Ar 17t*. sch Camilla, Applebv. Kastport.
Below bark Detiah, from Matauzas; seb Velma,
from Cardenas.
( Id lith. brig J 31 Sawyer, Brown, S W Pass; sch
Northern Licbt. Boston.’
NEW YORK—Ar 16th. sell* Aiciopo. Rockland:
Julia. Brewster, do: Kxcliauge, Randall, Portland.
Cld 16th. bark Mary C Over. Wallace. Zaza; sch
Susan Jane, Cunningham New (triesns.
Ar 17tb, brigs Beaver. 31iragoanc; Wm King. Malaga: Challenger, from Buenos Avres; Starlight, frra
Demarara;
Empire State, from New Orleans;
Isaac Webb, Liverpool: Prince of Wales, Matanza*.
Ar 18th. brig Castilian, Hardenbrook. Matan/as.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th. schs Moonlight, Tuttle,
Fair Wiu », Woodhull. ElixabethpoH.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th. schs George W Glover. Holbrook, Rockland for Alexandria; 3Iarv Laugdon,
Cobb, do for New York: Freestone,Smith: Augusta.
Crowell, and Florida, Crowell, Providence for New

deserving

position

looff-pring,

fully perfcuaded that too much importance has been attached
to an improper or vitiated state of tne blood, while
t'»© causes which have
produced it have almoat,
if net entirely, been lost sight of.
Now it is well known to all wno have given this
subject much nflee.ion that whenever there exists
any obstruction iu the pipes or aircell* of the lungs,
so as not to admit, aunt- supply oi oxygen into thuiu.
the blood become* changed in quality,
he carbon,
instead of being expelled by umtiug with tt e oxvgeu
taken into toe iung«, flows on earn iug it* poisonous
and dually influence* to every part or the system
The consequences are that the blood loose*its lilc-giving principle; the red globules are diminished; while
the amount of albumen and libriue in the blood aro
found to be increased. It may be observed that it in
a well established prli.oipie in the human ecouomy,
that so long as the oxygen we breathe is in cue proto the excess ot carbon iu our system*, the
lood must remain pure and nourishing, and neither
xcurfula nor consumption can originals iu such a
condition.
But when thisequlibriurn Udisturbedbv dim nulling the supply of pure air to the lungs, the vitality
and energy of the whole system is soon impaired, and
that peculiar state of the vital tuicticux characterized by the name of scrofula, or tuberculous cachexa.
is tbe invariable result. The weakeued vital power
being now no longer able to preserve he living solid*
against the destructive agency of tbe ox geu, a rapid
wastiog of the muscles and various tissuts of tbe
body takes place. W e are told that tubeicu’ar disease is a secondary affection, and we have shown that
one of the p’iuciple causes which superinduce thin
state of tbe system is a deficient supply of pure air.
causing au imperfect y oxydized state of the blood.
Id nearly every case, wlwre tubercles exist in the
lungs, w« find that Catarrh, Sore Throat, or Ilron
rhtiit, preceded them. These are generally canned
by colds. Ail catarrhal affections, whether of tbe
nose, throat or luugs, produce thickening of the mueon* membrane ana more or less secretion of mucous,
t hese tend to dimiuish the »ite of the air tnhee
through which the air passes to the lungs, and as a
consequence, diminish the f/uanttiy of air ieceivi-d
The ouawtty of air being diininat each breath
ished from tbe lungs, trie blood becomes vitiated or
which
induces formation of tuberclrs.
carbonaceous,
Wo have a striking illustration of this principle in
of
wild
when confined iu menagercase
animal*,
the
ies, breathing as they must, constantly, a v itiated atW**
s<e
them
pine, waste away and die ;
mosphere.
aud when examined, show tubercles in theluog*. It
I is lust as idle to expect the rose to bloom when deprived of light and water, as to expect ihe eye to retain its brilliancy, or the eheekita glow ol health and
beauty, when deprived of pure air.
The various occupat ons of life hare an important
bearing upt.ii ihe development of the disease. Persons engaged in the various meebauicai arts, who,
lrow a want of bodily exercise, do not expand the
lungs, aud thereby admit a free ingress of air into
them—*uch as milliners dressmakers, book-keepers,
clerks, aud many other* whose business conduce
them the greater part of the day within doors—constitute no small share of the mortality by this class
of disease. And then tbe poor patient is induced to
swallow bottle after bottle of filthy trash, without
once iuquiriug into the character 01 its author, in tbe
delusive hope that somehow tiey shall regain their
Meanwhile the disease makes more fearful
health
strides towards a feanul termination
Cases come under my observation almcst daily,
where the consumptive has beeu under the kind
care of the family physician for some tiw-e,
who
has done everything in Lis power to restore him,

—

fortiou
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itf

imttii

»

inaihoina
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stomach, and still the patient Hud* himself growing
weaker ar.d losing flesh, be become* alarmed, and by
the advice of some one, perhaps. th it does not under-

stand the nature of his diseas*. he Is induced to emold woman who has about as much knowledge of the medicine, as a cow ha* of the moou Sbo
tells him his lungs are not effected, aud that she * an
cure him, Le is ready to believe her story, aud takes
two or three quart bottles filled with some kind of
filthy trash, and commeucc* pouring it into his stemach. and the result is, that the disease is soon remo\
ed and the patient with it.
There has been more than one esse of this kind
close by u* within a tew months. Let me hear caution those who have consumption or any of its symptoms. for their c wn beuefit, safety and comfort, to
never make a drug-shop of the stomach—the less
medicine you swallow the better.
York.
our treatment by Inhalation is at all times safe,
Sid 18th, sch Nicanor, Ilicks, Havana.
aud unattended with tho least uuplca*antne** or inROCK LAND—Ar 12th, brig Fred Eugene. Crock- I
convenience: aud w hile we convey o r rtuu dies Into
ett.'Boston: scbs Hardscrabb'o, Gregory. Silem; Authe luugs iu the most direct manner, we avoid all the
gusta, Lord. Portland: 13fh, Freeport.-, do; Nauunnecessary and disastrous couft queue* s so frequent
tilus, Pillsburr, Boston: Bound Brook, Perry, South
ly resulting* from the unnecessary action of drugs
Thomastou; 31 Whitney, Hall, Vinalhaven for New
The whole tendency of thia
up'-sn the stomach.
Bedford.
method of treatiueut, instead of weakening and d«Sid 9lh. schs Mvra. Sawyer. Portland; Oregon,
as under the ordinary modes, is to invigorb.itatiog.
Pratt, New York; llfh. Mary Hall. Poland. Boston;
ate, give tone and impart new ife and cuergy to
Albatross. Any. do; 14th, II K Duncan, Jameson,
part of the system
every
Near York: Olive Avery, Wilson; Superior, RobinWhat can be more rational, more * tuple and effison; I'niou, Pendleton, and Gentile, G etc hell, New
cacious. ilian thetreatmeutofeonaumption by JuAuYork.
latu>% ciuce. iu the manner we breathe common
BATH -Ar 17th, sch Pennsylvania, Scott.
air, we can inhale or breathe a me*lica*ed vapor, tho
air passes through the inhaler, become* mixed or
FOREIGN PORTS.
with the vapor, aud iscouveyed directly
u
At Acapulco, 9th ult, ships Abbott Lawrence, Patinto the lung*. The active properties of the remeterson, tor Callao; Gleaner. Leach, disg.
to bear at once upon
dies emp oyed are thus
Sid from Rio Janeiro 2d ult, bark Sparkliug Sea,
the seat of the disease—the inflamed muccu* memManson, New York.
brane and the ulcer iu the lungs—without the unAt Haracoa 7t
iust, sch Sarah Maria, Undorhill,
pleasant and disagreeable effects of drugs upon tho
for Haw York, Mg.
stomach,
Ar at Bermuda, 19th ult, brig Henrietta, llodgdon,
Persons at a distance can be treated by letter.
New 3 ork.
Your ob’t servant,
lu port 5th inst, brig Emma. Stokss, front Hue not
CHARGE* MOK*E. ML. D
Ayres for Boston, with wool and hides, ar Feb 25, in
Disease# of the Head. Throat, aud
for
Physician
distress.
Corner of Smith aud Congress Sta Portland,
Luug.*,
fcAt Hong Kong, Jan 28. ships Archer, Cressey; Arwhere he may be consulted atailtime-. ('flics, No.
gonaut. Norton; Clara Morse, Lawrence; Dashing
mohiy dltJkwlwl2
2 Smith St.
Wave. Lecraw; Heiois, Webster* Gen NoweH. Mullikeu; New Hampshire. Lord; Shawmut, Merrill;
OFFICE AKUV CLOTHING AN
bark Diadem. Sawyer, all ttuc.
Ar at Messina, 2tth, bark Young Turk, ilardieg,
Boston.
Sid from Hamilton. Bermuda, Feb 26, b*lg LeonPn lLauKiruia. March 1(1.1-C4.
ard Berry, Steele, Cuba
PKUP06ALS are iuvited »ud will bo

ploy some

ships

ipVeguated

EQUIPAGE.

SPOKEN
March 11, lat 35 52, Ion 61 40, bark Lorenzo, 90 ds
from Leghorn, fbr New York, w ith less of main topgallaut mast and mi/en topmast.
Jau 13, lat 4 N, lea 22 W, ship Sebastian, Cabot, ftn
Liverpool for Bombay.
Feb 14. lat 45 42 N, Ion 15 49 W, ship Ellen Stewart, Lyons, from Liverpool Jau 16 lor Bombay.

n

ANOTHER

EOT

HI

of the celebrated cloth

All

are compounded so a* to reach
the seat of
the disease and give almost instant relief.
luch5 dim

directly

KV-To cure a oamgh, hoarseness, or any disease of
the throat aud lungs, use Howes's Cough Pills. Sold
by U. H. Hay. Portland, and by druggists generally.
Jau27 dAw3m*
Office is

CITY

IMPORT*.

told,
and similar troubles, if suffered to
progress, result
iu serious
Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes incurable.
BROWN S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,

Hat aud Cap Sjpre.

TA KB PUCK AT

WILL

HEW

_

directly opposite

Harris

lebftf tl

H

A

It

colors, at

H

I

S’!

Also the

SILK DHLS* HAT
for

Spring,

SEALED

received at thi> office, until 12 o'clock M ou
MONDAY, the 28th iust.. tor supplying the Schuylkill Arenal with G KAY WOOLEN hi.AN h LI 8—
army standard, of domestic mar utactvre— iu order
that the present weekly deliveries may be largely increased.
Bidders mu>t «tato in their proposals, which must
be gives in ttritim 7. as well as iu figure
the quanbid for, aud time of delivery.
The
ot the bidder to till the contract must
be 'guarantied by two responsible persons, whoso
signatures will be appended to the guaranty, and
said guaranty accompauv 1 he bid ana in csso tho
said bidder should ail to enter iuto the contract,
to make good the d (Terence between the 1 uer of
said bidder and the uext lowest responsible b'dder,
or tho persou to whom the contract may be awarded.
Bidders, a* well as their sureties, or guarantors,
who may not be known at this office, will luruuh a
certificate from the United State* District A'toroey,
Postmaster, or other public functionary. at the residence of the bidder, or guarantors, setting forth
clearly the tact that the bider and hi* sureties are
respousible men, who will, if a contract is awarded
tIk* 111 act in good faith with the l ui ed btates, and
lai'h fully execute the tame.
b « bid will be entertained that does not fhllv
comply with all of the above requirements, aud
which is aot jffoperly guarantied by two re.-pousibel parties, as above described.
Bi 1* from djfhikltiug contractors will not be re-

tity

anility

they

“BERRY ’S,’’

Throat,
Cough,

et-t he Post

Irish American Belief Association

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Saturday
March 10.
Sun riaea.6. 31 High water. 8. 47
Sun *eta.0.13 | Length of days.12 10
Thermometer.3 o'clock A. M. 40 Oeg.

F. PHILLIPS, Portland,

March 3,1331.

BALL!

Pint Annual Ball of luo

brought

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE.

No

Hie

Philadelphia:

CKAUK'S RESTORATIVE,

jy*Loyal

men of the Democratic party do
hesitate to ascribe to the tone auil course

16
York
Mar 19
Hamburg
City of New York.New York.. Liverpool.... Mar 19
Nova Scotian
19
Jura.Portland.
Liverpool.Mar 26
Mania.Now York Bremen
Mar 26
Australasian.New York Liverpool.Mar 28
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Mar 30
North American. .Portland_Liverpool..
April 2
Germania.New York.. Liverpool_April 2
Uhim.New York.. Liverpool.April 6
Peruvian. Portland.
April 9
Liverpool.
Africa.Boston
Liverpool.April 13
Hibernian.Portland. .Liverpool._April 10
Damascus.Portland.. .Liverpool. ...April 23
Nova Scotian....
Portland. Liverpool.
April $0
Roanoke.New lork. Havana.Mar 16
Morning Star,.New York. Havana.Mar 19

—

n/>»

..

ANNUAL

Canada.Boston.Liverpool_Mar
Bavaria.New

for Fortress Monroe.

good for Old Pooulo.

Is

Prepares

sr-we learn from the Barnstable Patriot
that three enterprising citizens of Chatham
—Capt. Euratus Nickerson, Capt. John E.
Perry and Captain Joseph Nickerson—
have
some
three
recently purchased
or four acres of land bordering on Townsend
harbor, Boothbay,this State on which they in-

....

Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland
P°r3ia.Liverpool.New York.
Damascus.Liverpool.Portland...
Nova Scotian.Liverpool_Portland
April 7
[The steamers for Portland leave Londonderry one
day after leaving Liverpool.]

Lucar.

CLARK'S RESTORATIVE,

vernor.

As amended the bill was passed to be engrossed-yeas 07, nays 54.
The bill,an act to incorporate the trustees
of the Maine General Baptist Association was
taken from the table, and, after some debate,

...

Africa.Liverpool.... Boston

« K A HD

Mar 12
Mar 17
Mar 18
Mar 24
Mar 26
Mar 31

DISASTERS.
Brig ( ircisaian. (of Hucksport) Hammer, at New
York from Havana, had seme very severe weather,
spilt sails, Ac.

—

—

HOUSE.

York.
ghlna..Liverpool.New
Peruvian.
Portland
Liverpool

Why

Post

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FAILS

FOR

or;Funeral

to

Restores

FBOM

g‘-Lull

NEW

;.Liverpool.Boston .Mar 5
•:.Southaiuutcn.New York. Mar 8
ile™?‘a”ja
North American Liverpool
Portland
Mar 10

a

lMi’t-BK Bkeath.—Among all fhe disagreeable
consequences that fallow fast the decay of the teeth,

Is

the widows of deceased soldiers; resolve in
favor of Isabella Fogg.
Mr. Stewart called up bill increasing the
duty and the pay of the Supreme Judges.
Mr. Dingley moved an amendment to tlx
the salary at #2200, instead of #2500.
Pending
this question the Senate adjourned,

FTBAMKB
Arabia.

as

NOTICES.

printed.

Passed to be Enacted—An act to facilitate
the detection and prevent the circulation of
counterfeit bank bills; an act to incorporate
the Franklin Telegraph C >mpany; an act to
establish the Bangor Wet Dock Company.
Passed Anally
Resolve authorizing the

well

as

book which will have

a

*— "

"

Reference to the Governor and Council,
was voted ou the order relative to the establishment of a Soldier's Home in Portland.
common

w—■—

SAILING Of OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Journal,

assigned.

of their

jy The Gloucester Telegraph says that at
funeral in that town not long since, while
the mourners were leaving the tomb, one of
them approached the sexton and taking out
his pocket book, proceeded to settle the buri-

of the New York Commercial Advertiser of
March 9th:

SENATE.

Mr. Sanborn of Kennebec, from the Special
Committee ou the State's assesing the liabilities otcities aud towns in paying bounties, reported a joint resolution, which was read and
assigned, approving the policy of paying
bounties to our citizens for military service,
as preferable to Ailing the quotas of the State
by draft, aud recomineuding that a future Legislature shall pass an act providing for the assumption of all such liabilities by the state,
unless Congress shall take such action as shall
indicate that such liabilities are to be assumed
and paid by the federal Government.
Mr. Philbrick from the Committee on Agriculture, reported a resolve authorizing the
Governor to dispose ot the land scrip for the
benefit of the Agricultural College. Read aud

pravity,

a

LEGISLATURE
Augusta, March 17.

*

Senator Fessenden.—We clip the following from the Washington Correspondent

C

MAINE

not

would be saved.

Important

notification tv the french Government.

ated to strengthen one’s belief in human de-

than the scenes connected with the
wreck of the Bohemian. If another cargo of
equal extent", variety and richness should be
cast upon our shores, it rs hard telling who

Rappahannock

—

————ft—jM—

at

Harris’, opposite Post Office.
mchl9

d2w

ceived.

Tenement Wanted.
tenement. .uiiabio for a •mail family, centrally located. Kent nut over fiti).
rnctiU dlw
Adore,. Box MO.

Acunreuieut

Blank forms for proposals
a. this office.

plication

can

be had upon

ap-

"
Proposals ma«t be endorsed Proposa’s for Army
Blanket*
G. II GROSMAN,
mohl9td
Asst. t^. M. General, V. S. A,

MATTERS

iBOUT

TOWS.

Religious Notice*.
BT“ t here will be services at the Abysiuiin Church,
Summer street, Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
tyElder James L. l’rcsoott will preach in Blake's
Hall, 332 Congress street, on Saturday at 10‘ A M.,
aud 2 P. M.. aud Suuday, at
10J o'clock A. it., 3 P.
H., aud “Jin the evening, 1 ue public are Invited.
Seats free.
OThe Washingtouiau Society hold meetings
every Sunday eveuing, at Sous ol Temperance Hail,
3S8 Congress street, commouciug at 7 o'clock, the
tf
poblic are invited.
Hf'Tlev. Jas. T. Ilewes, ol South Bostnn, will
mornpreach at the First Parish Church to-morrow
ing, and at the Park street Church iu the afternoon.
tS^Mrs. S. L. Chappell, medium, will lecture in
Mechanics' Hall to morrow afternoon and evening,
at 3 and 7 o'clock.
Sunday School at 10], Conference at 1J o'clock.
gTT“Elder Peter Libby will preach at Second Advent^llall to-morrow The public areiuvited. Seats
t>e«.
IT. S. District Court.
tv

Am;, .1,

PRESIDING.

The Salvaue Cases.—Iu the U. S. District Court yesterday, the cases lor salvage

against goods
tlie Bohemian,

recovered from the wreck of

up. There are seventeen cases of this character.
came

Fessenden & Butler appear for the libellants
and

A Daua for the claimants.

Sheploy

latter put in

claim to the

The

for the Mon-

goods
Steamship Company. U. S. District Attorney G. E. B. Jackson, Esq., intera

treal Ocean
venes

for the government in

a

claim for du-

ties.

The first case was that of Edward R. Low,
William H. Stover, aud Moses M. Stearns, of
Boston, and D. Johuson and Benj. Mitchell,

Cape Elizabeth, libellants, against 22 pieces
gentlemen’s cloth, i) pieces of ladies’ cloth,
4 pieces of hartbia, a lot of women’s apparel
in a tangled state, 3 bbls turpentine, 1 hale of
ribbons, & lot of spool cotton, and a lot of
miscellaneous goods in a tangled state, wbielt
ol

of

the libellants saved from the wreck of the

steamship, and subsequently placed in the
possession of the U. S. Marshal. These goods
have not yet beeir sold.
After the evidence in this case
second

was

through,

taken up. It was Henry T.
Miller and William P. Miller, of Cape Eliza-

a

one was

beth, libellant,
and 22 pieces

vs.

of

33

pieces of woolen goods
mixed goods, picked up by

them from the wreck aud

delivered to the

agent* of the steamship, and which itave siuce
been sold for the sum of $740.

hearing in these eases was over,
giving an opinion, the Court adjourued to 9.30 Saturday morning, at which lime
the libel of Win. Daisley, owner and master of
schooner White Rover, will be takeu up.
There was a large attendance in the Court
room, principally of those interested in libels
agaiust goods saved.
After tbe

without

.Municipal Court.—-March 18th.
Joseph Taylor and Isaac Stevens, on search

aisl seizure processes, were fined $20 and co*t»
each, which they paid.
Thomas Welch, for drunkenness and disturbance, paid a Hue imposed of three dollars
aud cost*.

We do
Thambportatiok Facilities.
not believe there is a city in the Union that
—

possesses such facilities for transportation and
transshipment of freight, as does Portland. A
cargo of grain, lumber, or anything else from
the west, can be run on to any of our wharves
iu the cars, without any delay, and be takcu
on board the vessel.
And so it is with freight
from vessels to go west. It can be taken on
hoard of the cars along side of the ship, and

delay is avoided. The

all

Boston

people

have

found this out, aud to their cost, as it would
from the proceediugs before a commit-

seem

City Council of that city a few evenings since, upon the petition of the Union
Freight Ilorse Itailroad Company, for a location of track. Several of the gentlemen who
spoke upon the matter alluded to the superior
facilities of Portland, and stated that business
was running away from Boston iu consequence of the waut of them in that city.
tee of the

Subscriptions in Portland lor the Relief ol
East Tennessee.
Amount before acknowledged. $6909 00
Thomas it. Jones.2000

Billing!.

J.

26 00

JC.Jw.tra Hamblin.60 Oil
John W. Jones.26 O0
▲liked Woodman .60 On
Washington Ryan...— 20 n0

A Friend (by T. K. Hayes)....... .6 Oo
A Friend (by H. I. Robinson).2 00
Cash. JL>. W F. 000
Edward V. Waite.in 00
Soldiers’ Aid Society, Jay Bridge.GO CO
Horace Corbett aud others. Lisbon.18 00
Baptist Church, cherryfleld.26 00
A. War- .15 00
E. W Xlilting.......5*1
Ueo. W. Woodman .l’MJ O-'J
X. Pearson..In 00
J. F Laud, Captain 90th Me. Volunteers.10 00
A.feswycr. 5 00
Charles Staples.20 10
A. Fiiend.10 00
1 00
Stowis Burgiu..
Cash.6 00
A Widow’s Mite.H 00
Hiram Beai.10oO
Wm Uuran.5 00
Cash .10 00
2d Cburcb, Falmouth, by Edward Chase.33 00
...

07116 60

Letter Carriers.—Postmaster Dole, in

provide a quicker delivery of letters,
by carriers, has divided the city into two districts—one, of that portion of the city east of
Exchange and Myrtle streets, and the other
the portion of the city west of those streets.
Mr. Charles T. Moody will attend to the delivery of letters in the eastern division, and
Mr. .Samuel Smardon has been appointed carorder to

rier for the Western division.
Mininjji or Title Wail—We learn that Mr
superb illustrated his-

Perhain will exhibit his

tory of the war, in this city, the la*t of the
His

month.

object is

to raise funds for found-

ing National Home for the invalid soldiers.
For this purpose dollar tickets ttre issued,
a

which admit four persons to the show and
give the holder a chance to secure valuable

prizes, which

to

are

distributed to the

be

amount of $34,720.

tfA

very interesting lecture ou the life
and times of Patrick Henry, was delivered
last

evening by Charles

P.

Kimball, Esq.,

fore the Mechanics’ Association.

be-

A vote of

Thanks was unanimously passed to Mr. Kimball for the lecture.
Notice

given that the next evening for
debates, would close the series for

was

lecture and
the season.

1. A. R. A. Bai.i..—The Irish American Relief Association will give their llrst annual
ball at new

City

March 28th.

Monday evening,

Hall on

The affair is

in the hands of a
and competent Committee of Arrangements, who will so order matters as to make
it pleasant for any oue to attend. For par-

large

ticulars

see

advertisement.

Though very plainly dressed, the ladies looked handsome as ever. When w.e left, about
10 o'clock, the company were enjoying themhighest manner, and everything
goiug off satisfactorily.

selves in the

yThelieautiful badge presented
I’ayson Tucker, Conductor ou the P. S. & P.
Railroad, may be seen for a few days at the
store of Mr. Ambrose Merrill, Middle street.
to

sar we
bers of the
ed

Mr.

requested to notify the memCumberland Bar, that its adjournare

meeting will be held
o’clock; at the Library.

TOTH*

Portland

rebels,

Daily Press.

—.-

XXXVIII 00NGRE8S—First 8ession.
Washington, March

18.

8KNATK.

V

petition was presented from the citizens
of Brooklyn, that rebel lands he conliscated
and divided into parcels of ICO acres lor distribution among soldiers. Referred.
Mr. Grimes resolution, amending the rules
so as to require all action on nominations to
he made in open session, was relerred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
The House bill to provide for carrying the
mails to foreign ports was .called up by Mr.

Collamer, and, after amendments, was passed
On motion of Mr. Wilson, the Senate passed'

to the consideration of the Senate bill »o promote enlistments and for other purposes.
He
made a speech in support of his amendment
to the original bill as a substitute for it, which
frees the wives and childreu of colored recruits. The other portions of the original
hill iuid been provided for in past legislation.
Considerable debate ensued on this amendment, end another giving compensation to

loyal

masters.

Mr. Wilson urged the adoption of his substitute without delay, as negroes would not
enlist until satisfied that their families were
*
provided for.
Mr. Sumner favored the bill.
Mr. Wilson further advocated bis amendment, stating that we want soldiers, and that
this measure would promote enlistments, by
saying to loyal slaves that their wives and
children should be free from the moment of
their enlistment. The country was going to
ruin for the want of soldiers.
Mr. Wilkinson opposed the purchase of
slaves by the Government, ne claimed that
these person owed service to the Government,
and we were under no more obligation to protect their families than the families of white
men.
He favored the freeing of their wives
and childreu without compensation, and believed the bill should he postponed, as it involved millions of dollars without a practical
purpose.
Mr. Lane, of Kansas favored the immediate
passage of the bill/and would vote against
giving masters one cent of compensation.
Mr. Sherman said tlie bill was defective and
impracticable in its effects.
Mr. Grimes confirmed the statement of Mr.
Wilson, that the wives and children of slave
recruits were being sold in Missouri and elsewhere, and hoped the bill would pass.
Mr. Wilson did not believe the value of
these slaves would average $100. If we pass
an amendment to the Constitution we will
have to get three fourths of the States to
favor it.
Mr. Couuess moved to recommit the hill.
Mr. Doolittle favored a constitutional amendment. as being the most effectual w as to settle
tbe whole <|uestion beyond auy future change.
Mr. Carlisle wished the bill referred to the
Judiciary Committee, as it involved a great
Mr. Howard was opposed to sending the
bill to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Fessenden was convinced that the Government had the right to take slave, and had
the right to use ah necessary means to secure
its salvation. We decide not only the law but
on ttie necessity which causes the law.
Ho
should vote for the amendment as to compensation. The Government could take property
for public uses, and the moral aud constitutional obligation is that it saould pay for it,
but not at the time. There we may take the
property, because there is no such thing as
making Government pay, as its obligations
allows it its own time and mode of payment.
Without disposing of the bill, the Senate
agreed to adjourn until Monday, and weut
into executive session.
HOUSE.

Mr. Julian, of Iud., made a speech in support of the bill, heretolore reported by him
from the Committee on Public Lands, to extend the principles of the homestead law to
persons in the military and naval service on
confiscated or forfeited iands.
The House passed to the consideration of
the Senate bill to facilitate entrees to soldiers
upder the homestead bill.
The House next considered the appropriation to pav for certain books heretofore delivered by Messrs. Gales and Seaton, involving
the question of contract.
Alter debate, the subject was table—07

against 50,

From

Washington.

Washington, March 18.
A bill was passed by the House to day providing for faciliating entries by soldiers under
the homestead law,which enables them to take
oath before military officers instead of before
land officers, etc.
The House Committee on Commerce have
agreed ou and ordered to be reported when
the Committee shall be called on, a joint resolution authorizing and requiring the President to give notice to the government of
Great Britain that it is the intention of the
government of the United States to terminate
the reciprocity treaty made with Great Britain for the British North American provinces,
at the end of 12 months from the expiration of
ten years from the time the treaty went into
operation, viz: in September, 1854, to the end
that the treaty may bn abrogated as soon as
it can be done under the provisions thereof,
unless a new convention shall be before that
time concluded between the two governments,
by which the previous one shall he abrogated
or so modified as to be eventually satisfactory
to both governments.
The great case of Nordello and als. against
Gray and als., will come up for argument irefore the Supreme Court on Monday, on the
cross writs of error from the California Circuit Court. The action is ejectment. The
heirs of Gray claim an immense arnouut of
valuable land in the business part of San
Francisco. Ten years ago the estate was appraised in tlie Probate Court there at over a
quarter of a million of dollars. The litigation iu regard to it has continued ten years.
1‘. G. Gulpin, of New York, will argue the
case lor tne Heirs ana James M. Carlisle,ol
Washington, for the present owners.
A report from .Solicitor Whiting, embodies
the opinions of Caleb Cushing, Judge McLean, Mr. Crittenden, and Attorney-General
Bales, to the effect that the title of Rock Island, III., remains vested in the United States,
except 11)3 acres deeded by special act of Congress, to Davenport & Sons, and 13 acres
claimed by the Rock Island It. R. Co., w hich
leaves tilKi acres still under the control of the
War department. The Solicitor suggests
that the entire island may be taken by light
of eminent domain.
The Senate in executive session to-day confirmed several hundred promotions of ofiicers
of the regular army and navy; among them
were the lollowiug in the marine corps : Capt
Shuttlevvorth, to be Major; Lieut. Houston,
to be Captain; Second Lieut. Robert O. N.
Ford, to be 1st. Lieut., and Israel Washburn,
of Maine, to be 2d Lieut. Capt. W. S. Hancock was confirmed as Quartermaster, with
the rank of Major, vice, Belger, removed.—
Charles Green was confirmed as a Captain in
the navy, and Asaph Hall, of Mass., and W.
Harkness, to be Professors of Mathametics in
the navy. M. B. Field, of New York, was
confirmed as additional Secretary of the
Treasury; ex-Congressman J. F. Potter, of
Wisconsin, as direct Tax Commissioner lor
Florida; L. V. Provost, of Maryland, Consul
at Guayajail; Win. B. Byers, as Deputy PostW. I). Wheeler, of
master of Denver City.
Mass., with others, was confirmed as additional Paymasters.

jy There was a large attendance at the
Calico Ball, at Lancaster Hall, last evening.

was

BY TELEGRAPH

this afternoon at 3

yAttention is called
ment of F. R. Harris, who
spring styles of hats.

to the advertiselias received the

Capture of Jaeksouport, Ark., hy the Rttbels.
Longstreet at Richmond,
New York. March 18.
A St. Louis letter to the Post reports the
capture of J&cksonport, Arkansas, by the

Col. Taylor, Chief of Staff of the headquarof the Department of Washington, addressed a letter to Corp. Waynor, of the ls>
Michigan cavalry, saying:—“The Major General of this Department desires me to thank
you for the gallant aud soldierly conduct by
which you liberated yourself and comrade
whilst disarmed while in the hands of the
armed guerrillas. The same manly spirit and
action shown by you, if manifested by your
comrades, would rid the department of the
predatory bands calling themselves Confederate soldiers.”
This refers to an occurrence
which took place on Wednesday. Waynor
and a companion were captured near Munson’s Iiill by four guerrillas, and taken into
the woods. Watching their opportunity, they
seized the guns of the two guards, shot them
both and escaped. One of the slain was a
rebel lieutenant.
The amendments of the Senate to the mail
bill, passed in that branch to-day, repeals the
act of August, 1852, authorizing the conveyance of letters otherwise than by mail, except
ters

money letters and accompanying packages.

who came near

Dove.
A

capturing

\

HT“A sailor dropped out of the_ rigging of
sbip-of-war, some fifteen or twenty feet,
and fell plump on the lieutenant.—“Wretch,”

t

the steamer

Cy“The House Naval Committee have exwitnesses, summoned at
Isherwood, chief of the
bureau of steam engineering, but have failed
to elicit a fact injurious to him personally or
professionally.

Morristown,

amined about forty
the instance of Mr.

East Tennessee, letter says
Col. Canard, with a detachment of the 8th
and 9th Michigan and Till Ohio cavalry, who
were attacked on Sunday, five miles from
there, and driven two and a half miles. An
attack on our cavalry outposts of the right at
the same time was handsomely repulsed on
the 14th. Four thousand rebels attached the
same force, and were again whipped.
Ileports that Longstreet’s army has been
sent away are incorrect.
Longstreet is at
Richmond, and his army is commanded by

of

j

Army of the Potomac.

Headquarters Army

of

Potomac,

I

March 18.
(
A very large concourse of people attended
the celebration of St. Patrick's day, among
whom were many ladies. This will be the
last festival which the latter will have the priviledge of attending, as they were to-day ordered to leave the army.
There have l>een rumors of a rebel raid by
Stuart in the direction of Fredericksburg, but
nothing of a reliable character is known concerning it.
Washinyton Ileports.
New York, March 18.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says the
Government is enlisting a small number of
black soldiers for cavalrymen, and there will
be a limited number of places for white officers.
A special Washington dispatch to the Commercial states that all officers of the army of
the Potomac now absent must return before
Gen. Grant commences its reorganization.

religious deSauitary Com-

S.

mission in that State, for which the Rev. MrKing lias labored so successfully.

The Royal Society of Northern Antiquarians, which has its headquarters at Copenhagen, and of which 1ms Majesty Christian

IX., King of Denmark, is president, has recently elected Lieutenant Colonel A. C.
Hamlin, Medical Inspector at Washington, a
Fondateur Fellow of that distinguished body
having been elected a Fellow some five years

a

1 61 1-4.
The steamer North Star sailed last night in
search of the Italian frigate.
Spotted lever prevails at Long Island, N.
^ ., and three or four deaths per day have occurred for the last week.
Harnna.
New York, March 18.

From

The steamer Corsica, from Havana, via
Nassau, has arrived.
Tlte blockade runners Lucy and A. D. Vance

have arrived from Wilmington.
The Russian frigate Percviet had sailed from
Nassau for St. Thomas.
Strike

of Minera anil Boat men,
Bai.ti.mobb, March 18.
The Washington Republican of yesterday
afternoon reports an extensive strike among
the Cumberland miners and boatmen.
We
have no information of the matter, and think
it must be exaggerated, if not utterly false.
Slottjr Indian*

Layiny

dotrn their Ann*.

Philadelphia,

March 18.
A letter received from St. I.ouis says Gen.
who
is
states
that
250 of the
there,
Sully,
Sioux Indians rame into Fort St. Pierre to
lay down their arms.
Market.
New York, March 18.
and
lower,
with, however, more
Cotton—heavy
doing ; sales 1500 bales at 724®73c lor middling up- I
lands, and 69®7 e for lower do.
Flour-receipt*. 4 475 bbls; sales 7.800 bbls; State
ami Western a shade cask r; Supfrfine State 6 30®
6 45; Kxtra G60®6 75; choice6 80®6 95; Round Hoop
Ohio 7 10®7 16; choice do 7 20®8 25; Supertine Western 625®6 45; Kxtra do 670®700; Southern active;
sales 1400 bolt: Mixed to good C 80®7 40; fancy and extra 7 45® 10 50; Canada dull and drooping;
•ales 350 bbls; common Extra 6 70®6 90; Extra good
Nctc York

to choice 6

of our young men who were temperate at
home, have been reduced by fbe monster,
rum, which is furnished freely to them by
sutlers and purveyors, despite the restriction
placed upon them by the War Department.—
How will the parents, the loved ones of those
brothers return to
them with tbuir constitution, once robust and

healthy, now undermined—not' by the hardships and privations of camp life, but by the
accursed evil of rum drinking.”
2"j?“The New York Times in an article on
“Hotels versus Homes^aays the growing preference for hotel life, for the mere purpose of
avoiding trouble,” or iu other words of

do ftoutliern 1 26.
Oats—more active; sales Canada 88®90 ; State 90®
91; Western 90®92c.
Beef—firm; sales 500 bbls; Country mess 7 60®
9 00.
Pork—active; sales £800 bbls; mess 22 00®22 25;
old do 2150®23 00; now do 23 60®28 62); prime
18 25®30 26 for old and new; prime mess21 50® 2i 00.
Cut Meat-—firm.

Bacon—Bteady.

nothing worse for women than an idle
life iu a hotel, without a single serious object
for their thoughts, and without a single duty
to perforin that »(fords the slightest amount of
exercise for either mind or body. There can tie
nothing worse for children than to grow up
without the knowledge of what a home is,
without any of its influences or associations,
and without any more endearing and elevatiug remembrances of boyhood or girlhood,
than those of hotel “feeds,” and the noise and
glare, and heat, aud dirt of hotel corridors
and parlors, and the folly, and frivolity, and
vulgarity of the promisenous crowd that
throng them.
he

and Summer Goods I

Spring

the

returned from New York and
rust

assortment and

Molasses—Arm; sales by auction 400 bbls New Or67®8?c.

Stores—quiet and

firm.
Spirits Turpeutiue—3 40it 3 45.
Petroleum quiet; sales 800 bbls: crude at 31)
refined in bond 49®52; do tree at 60®6lc
Freights to Liverpool—dull; flour Is (3;
4d for wheat in ship bags.
Wool—firm.

®3/ )C;

Reading.143

Southern.118)

Erie.12r.j

Central.140;
v_v,.

FASHIONABLE^
token

Natiosai. Almanac.—Geo. W. Childs
Philadelphia, will publish ou the 23th inst.,
the National Almanac and Annual Register

1804,—a work of 050 closely printed pages—after the style of the American Almanac
only very much enlarged and extended. The
price of the work will be, in boards, $1.25; in
muslin binding, $1.50, and it will be seut free
on tbe receipt of the published price.
It will
exhibit the Political, Financial, Economical,
Educational, and Military condition ami progress of tbe United States, of the individual
for

States, and of the world lor the Years 1862
and 1883, and the Personnel of the Government for 1864.
are

divisible

in-

I. The Calendar, with full astronomical tables prepared by one of the ablest computers
in the country. This part will be enriched
by an original article ou the Progress of Astronomy, and one ou the United States Naval
Observatory, both prepared by eminent astronomers.
II. The Government of the United States.
This part is divided into the three great branc! s. Executive, Legislative, and Judicial; and
the Executive is agalu divided and subdivided through its Departments, bureaus, etc.—
Complete and officially corrected lists arc given of the
principle officers, etc., of each of
these Branches, Departments, Bureaus, etc.,
and full particulars ol the transactions of the
Executive offices, with valuable statistical tables for the years 1802 and 1803.
III. The States individually and their affairs. This part contains lists of the Officers
of each State Government, when their terms
expire, etc.; lists of Judges, their jurisdiction,
times and places of holdiug court, etc. Also
full particulars concerning the State Finances,
Debt, Banks, Savings Banks, Schools, Charitable and Reformatory Institutions, Prisons,
etc., aud their alliairs generally; including the
fullest details yet published of the contributions
of soldiers by each State to the armies of the
United States.
IV. Tlie war. Complete chronicles of the
events of the war lor the year 18ft!.
V. Miscellaneous.—Embracing miscellaneous matters generally, and tbe affairs ot For-

eign Countries.

AND

HATS^

CAPS.

fcb‘27 d4wis

Street,

133 Middle

Seamen,

to Naval Rendezvous foot of

Look!

Exchange

Look!

St.

Look!

Colley, Burnham & Co.,
I'pliolsterers,

ir-h4 dtf

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
& FRuST is this day disKNIGHT
of
style
solved by mutual consent. The affairs of the late
llrui will be settled by 8. D. Knight, at No 2 Lime
HE

Portland, March 1,1804.

HE

KNIGIIT,

3. I).
II. A.

street.

11

FROST.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day termed a copart-

UK

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

MIDDLE

eod to

Fore and Commercial Streets.

Between
J. M.

S

KNIGHT.

FOB SALE,

Cheap for Cash!
GREAT VARIETY

A

four MOSAICS. LADILS KET1CULLS AND
HAUS. DRUMS. V.OLINS. OUIIA.KS,
VIOLIN sruiNos,
WKITXNO EE8K8, WOEK BOXLES, *0.
BY—

w. l>. Robinson,
•AO Exchange St.

GOODS

WRECK OP THE

who has had
the

HOUSE,

PORTLAND

CORNER TREBLE AND

Orders may be le t at the
street, or aIt tho Dye House

STM.

Exchange

office, 97

inch 17 d3w

—AT—

DRESSER’S,

twenty-five

years

HOUSE,

Exchange Street,®®

will receive

a

$1.00

Commission

purchase

Engineer,

and Civil

Surveyor

OFFICE,

CODMAS BLOCK,
lam

mchlTdlwtf

StHKxr.

BKOU \ A' CKOt'KEK,

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,

KBPKit BY

Endicott & Co., Bankers,
Gault,and li. W. Hiusdale h Co..Chicago.;
Gerrish, Cashier Casco Bank, E. Churchill A
Co., Thomas Shaw, am! Lyman & Marrett, Portland,
eodOw

of

Copartnership.

riUIB Copartnership heretofore existing between
L the undersigned, under the name aud style of
"CROSS, SEN TKK k JORDAN," is this day dissolved by mutual consent. William W. Cbosb and

Royal Sknthr
of the late liriu.

are

Bridgton, Feb. C,

The

niwtt;

ACT 1 V K

AN

MAN!

Freezing, Double Acting ForcePump,
FOK THE STATE OF MAINE.

authorized to close the business
WM. W. CROSS,
ROYAL b ENTER,
19GI.
WM.A. JORDAN.

New Part ncr* la ip lornud.
undersigned, members of the late firm

of

"Cbom, Skntkk k Jordan," have this day formed
a partnership under the name aud style of "CROSS

k SEN TER and will continue in the same business
of said late firm, and will close up the business uffhiis of said late tlrm.
ty Hides, Skins and Bark wanted as usual.
WM. W. ( ROSS,
ROYAL SENTER.
Teb9eod4w*
Bridgton Feb. 6.18M.

To Maiatifurtiirerg, Ship Builders,
A NO persons dedrons of Real Estate Investments,
J\. t he following \ roperty is offered at good bargains.
2 Houses at prices from fl&t/O to 96000.
100 noiHe Lots at prices from IS300 to 93000
200 Feet of water front suitable for wharves Ship
yards, Manuficturing Sites, fronting deep water
with tine spring of water >d aceut thereto and a
portion of it adjoining the Grand Trunk Rail Moad.
from which freight may be deposited on the premises.
mch!7 3w
MOdES GgCLD, 74 Middle St.

is here offered to

enter into the
AN toopportumtv

m luutacturc

active man
and sale of an
an

article, for which there must b? a cous ant demand
at remunerative prices. This Pump is the cheapest,
simplest, most efficient and durable Pump ever ot-

tered to the public. It is not a suction pump, but is
coastructcd upon an entirely new principle, differIt is a double
ent from any ether pump now in use.
acting lorce pump—has but one cylinder, one piston
1 here is no stuffing box or packing
aud one valve
of any kind, and therefore very little if any wear to
the working parts. When the pump is not in motion the water Hows back immediately to the level
ot the water in the well, consequently it cannot
freeze, as uo water remaiLs in th** pump. No carelessness or negliger co can get it out of repair or
working order. As a force pump it will throw water
through Ironi 80to 50 met of hose ©v ra two story
hou-e, rendering it very useful incase of fire and
for washing windows, paveiueuts aud carriages, and
lor wate iug garden-.
For further particular* please call upon the subscriber at the United States Hotel, and see one in
Til jM. AS Will ITEM ORE.
operation.
dSt*
inch 18

8OTbcs*

J

Muscovado Molawea.

{

Clayed

Mclaas

ply

*

For Salt* or to Lei.
FINE Country Seat 011 Back Cove road, frontlag the City and about two mi e* therefrom,
with Gardea aud Orchard,sixteen acre*of land, a
large Brick House with twelve finished rooms, a large
* his
Barn and Chai-e House.
property is as desirable a location for a genteel residence, or a public
hous3 a* is to be found witt in tue vicinity ot Portland. It will be sold low 011 a long te>m of credit
for the greater part of the purchase, or leased for a
term of years.
MOSES GOULI>, 74 Middle St.
incul7 t>w

For Ktilo.
acres

by

considerable rivers with eligible Mail aits. Weil

wooded with every description of flutter, such as
and spruce iu large quantities and maple,
oerch, beech, tamarac ana bass wo d to any amount
H. T. MACH IN. Portland
Enquire of
leb25eodtf
Portland, Feb. 1864.

pine

For Sale.
located lot of land h-longing to the
late John West, on which the
was recently burned, situated on Fore Mrett.
No 21. and ruuuing back to Sumi er St. Enquire ot
Edward Howe, at tue room-of Ra MM. Mr. t.eorg*
M Howe, No 112 Middle street up stairs
iuch£ 3weod
March 4,1804.
heirs ot the
A desireably
house

IMPORTANT NOTICK.

Great Fire in West Meriden Cf.

Wanted.
VESSELS not over 700 tons Register.
*? toad Guano Chin* has to United
Kingdom et advanced rates/rce of tear
THAYEK A PEA BODY,
184 State 8t., Boeton.
moh 14 dto25

L

JSmW^rUk.

W ant to Hnrt ltuse

Dwelling House,

suitable for a small fsmJv, lc*
cated above Brown street. Address, stating
location and terms,
BUILDER,
inch 10 dtf
Portland P O.

A

Wanted.
to

reut.
convenient lor
WANTED
Address A M

Alum Patent Fire Proof Safe

the great Are iu Wost Meriden, Conn., on the
8th lust. Mrs*rs. Valenti*e k liutler's Alum
Patent Fire aud Burglar Proof Safe was subjec t'd
to oue of the aiost severe tests on record. The safe
was subjected to a red hot heat lor nearly fourteen
hours, and delivered up its contents in perfect or«. er.
saving nearly THIRT f THOUSAND DOLLARS
The contents ot
worth of property to the owners
two other Safes, of other makers, and stai ding within Til BEE FEET of t >e Alum Patent, were kmtirm-

AT

DM.-TROYKD.

Samples of tho money and papers taken from the
destroyed, also those taken from the Alum
Patent, have been forwarded by mail, and can be
Warren l.ancey,
seen at the Hard ware store of 11
k Co., on Lame Street
Valeutine k Butler, Alum Patent Fire, and Burglar Pro f Sifes have been tested in over TWO
HUNDRED accidental tires within the last thirteen
years, and in mo iustauce have they kvk* fain d to
Safes

preserve t hoi r con ten ta trorn the attacks of either
tire or burglar.
Parties inn ed of a reliable Fire and
Burglar Proof Security, will do well to give this
matter a careful investigation before purchasing.
Messrs.
Thomson ft Co., of New llavou, Conn.,
are the Agwuts for the sale of these Safes iu the New
England States and refer by permission to the following parties iu Portland who have recently purchased the Alum Patent of them
Portlaud tias Light Co ; C. C. Mitchell k Son; P.
k F A It R. Co.; Cleveland k Osgood; Daniel
Winslow k Son; Kutus K. Wood, fcaq ; llobbs.
.losiah Burleigh,
Chase k Co ; E. Clark. M. D
II. M
Paysou, Esq.; A.
Esq.; W. W. Hilton, Esq.;others.
K York, Esq.; aud many
Certificates giving fut ther particulars in relation
to the lab- fire, will bo published iu a few days.
T k Co.
mchl5dlni*

BOUNTIES & PRIZE MONEY.
$ I OO

Bounty for Soldiers wounded in Battle.
to

obtain

lauding from Brigs Youug Republic aud Mazaltan, aud for sale by
CHASE. BROTHERS, & to.
mclflGlw
Widgery's Wharf.

a

account

of $100 for
of wound*

Uncharged on
accouut of »c units received in battle obtained ( if
Ale
are correct) iu three veekt tin e Special
papers on
attention given to the collection of Prize Money, and
claims against Government.
SWEAT A CLEAVES,
CounsvllorH Hi 1 nw.
Muisey’s Row.
No 117. Mid •!» St
mcbS dtf

HAVANA SUGAR.

Kcinovnl.

by

IIOIHIM EATON, No. 1 Central wharf.
mcU18 dSw
Foitland, March l", 1884,

LCDWIU >i»» removed to No SO High St.,
comer of I'ougrew.
mcbl, dtf
Portland, March 17, lStW.

DK

bouse

a

oa*

pleasantly situated,

two small families.
mch6 edtf

or

Box 346

P O-

to hire
\\TANTED
vv
a small

four or live looms, suitable for
family, with goed water privileges.
Rent in advance If rt<|uin<d
Address Tenant Box
848.1* rtlandl’ost Ott>ce, stating priesand locality,
me h i dtf

Wanted.
in

that has

family
BOARD
for
gentleman and
a

son.

“P.

no other boarders,
Address
at the Press Offlce.

WANTED!
1,000 WOMEN,

To make Army Drawers.

Also good Pant Rasters
aud finisher* warned in the shop to make ARMY
PASTA.
None but good workmen wanted. Apply at the
rooms in FREE STREE T BLOCK, over the store
oue do' r north of Telford's.
No work given oat or
taken in Monday forenoons or Saturday afternoons,
fobs*dtf
8. W. HUNTINGTON.

TO

THE AFFLICTED /

DR. W.

nUDEniM},

NTedical Electrician,
No. llVlapp's Block,
CORNER OF CONGRESS AND ELM STREETS

respectfully announce to the citizens ot
Portland and vicinBy, that ho has permanent*
Iv located in this city. Duriug the eleven months
that «e have been in town we have cured some of
the worst forms of disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vain, and curing pa*
tieuts in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To auswer this question
we will say that all that do not »tay cu ed. we will
doctor the second time tor nothing.
Dr. D. has beeu a practical Electrician for twentyqne years, and is also a regular graduated physician
Electricity is
adapted to chronic diseases
in the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
in the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
in the acute stages or w here the lungs are not
fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, dea>nees, stamin digs#*
mering or hesitancy of speech,
constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchi*
tia, strictures of the ohest, and all forms ot feamle

WOULD

perfectly

dyspepsia,

t\>n,

complaints.

& BUTLER’S

on

Now

•»

mchltt

A

of about

wanted.

Smith will find steady employment at
K.
Leinont’s, Preble Sueei.
mehl6 dlw*

a

double brick House and lot known as the
Westbrook Semiuary Female boarding bouse,
situated on Stevens’ Plains, on tne iiue of ti e Foroat Avenue Horse Railroad, two miles from this city.
Lot 8 by 18 rods. The premises may be examined
by calling on W. B. Goodrich, ES4., near the premises.
For particular* at-ply to WM L. SOUTHARD,
No 78 Commercial street, or E. HAMBLIN. No H3
Commercial street, Portland.
mch3 d3w

are

a.

300 Boxes Havana Sugar, far Sale

Blarkimilli

riage

Tenement Wanted.

A

prepared
Bounty
WE soldiers
discharged
received. Bounty of $100 for So diers

Muscovado & Clayed Molasses.
** **

inch IS I2w

House lor Snle.
three story dwelling bouse with brick basement,
situated on tne corner of Monument and Warren streets; has twelve finished rooms, aud Is well
calculated for oi^ or two families. For terms apto Edward Shaw, at the office of the Mutual
Fire Insurance Company. 102 Middle Street, orto
N. K. DECKING.
No. 3 Exchange St.
mchl5 dtf

LY

Watters’ Patent Auti-I'rictlon, Anti-

PKRMI8SIOX TO

Johu
K. P.

Dissolution

k \it il

a

Cap't. 17 th, U. 8. Reg’t. Recruiting Officer,

P.

TRIUMPHANT

U1

E. C. OWEN & Co.

Tli? subscriber offers for sale the

Cragin & Co., Rutter,
me In

this

mehJu eorilwJtwSwll

Blooeivod.,
FOR SALE

F OH

j

KDWABDI,

will do well to look at

VALENTINE

Maple Candy Genuine,
Just

mchlG diw

Corner Clark and South Water Streets,Chicago, ill.
EASTERN ORDERS SOLICITED.
W. If. THOMPSON. { p n
1|tiP.O.BOX 418,.
H. J.

Bla k-inith Shop.
Said Eanu contains about 9o
of the best of laud suitably divided into mow-

PORTLAND.

Coloring, Whitening and White washing promptly
attended to. |y Orders from out of town solicited,

Flour, (iruin, Provisions and Produce
generally,
NO. 6 DOLE’S BUILDING,

The above bounty is only offjred until April 1st,
after which data comes the draft. Reoruitig Office,
corner of Exchange and Fore otreet*.

\Ca

ing, pasturing and tillage, cots from 30 to 40 tons of
hay yearly; has plenty of good water. The buildingconsist ot a 1} story house with porch and wood
house; a new barn 40 by 80 feet wi'h convenient out
buildings, ai. of which are in good repair. There i*
also a good wood ot in the vicinity of said Farm
which will be sold with it if desired. Any person
wishing »o purchase a good Farm, pleasantly located

two

\o.?5 Eichnnge Si,

and sale of

X

THE

block of

MERCHANTS,
for the

RECRUITS arc wanted for the 17th U. 8.
Reg't., Head t^uartsrs at Fort treble, Maine.

rilHE

Farm for Sale.

73000
land,
SQUARE
of wood land,
the south hide of the river
A
It is intercceded
St. Lawrauce, in Canada East

let 12 d2in*

EDWARDS^'
and Forwarding

Enlistment Three Years.

J. P. WALKS,

subscriber offer* for ra’e. hi* farm, p easantly situated at the Village of Windham Center,
12 mile* from Portland, and within 50 rods of Town
House, Meeting House. School House, Stores and

Book,gratis.

corner

THOMPSON &

Period of

a

Oak Sireet, between Con*res3 and Free Sts.,

of Preble and Portland .Streets.
U^Otfice, No l»i Exchange street.
A. FOSTER, l’roprietro.
febOeodim*

Regular Army.

BOUNTY, $708.

uurgniu.
ONE aud half Storv House, on Layfayette St.,
Lot 44 by 93. F r particu'ars enquire of
DRAKE k DAViS,
mchlH lmed
380 Congress Street.

Kvery person tbit buy# $2.00 worth of Jewelry at

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

and comes highly recommended by the Barretts,
w.ll take charge of the Dyeing department at the

DYE

I)V£

PORTLAND

PLASTERERS,

He use,

For the

THE

BOHEMIAN,

WANTED*

RECRUITS

It will be sold at Publio Auction on Tuesday the
29th day of March, at 12 M., if n< t previously disposed of at private sale. A plan ot the same can be
se-n and any infnformation obtained ot CEO. H.
CUSHMAN. 806 Congress Street, or A. B STEPHENSON, 121 Commercial Street,
l’ort'und. March 18th, 1864.
mchl8 dtf

For Sale.

PI R( II ASK US OF

mehl eod3m

NOTICE.

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

Land

a

neightorh^od.

on

street, between t umb>cr<an*l aud Oxford *treets. It
is a two story woooen house with au L, plenty of
b*rd and suit water, aud in good repair. There is a
good barn on the premises. Lot CO x li<» feet. Sale
positive. Titled* a
mchletd*
HENRY BAILEY k Co., Anct’a.

large garden ( ofthe richest soil,
■iik! Fruit trees. Current, (.oo-berry bushes, Ac.,)
■•“•in the rear of the house, winch is b unded on
lie lot contains 10,000 square M
two courts
being a desirable investment, as by a small outlay it
will command a large rent, it is a desirable location
for a Hotel, being within li 0 feat of Congress 8t.

mehl4-3m

JOHN F. AKDER^ONI,

Silk, Twist, Buttons. Bluding*, Thread#. Fins,
Needles, Cutlery, Edgings, Stationery, Lacings,
Tape, Elastics, Belts, Combs, Suspinders, Toys, &c.
DRESS AND TAILORS' TRIM MINUS.

Hotifte at Amnion.

Ofthe late Alvan l'iiNhuiau,\o. 9 Green St.
THERE is

st

xhall sell at aurton

Salo.

House and

There is au immenrt* amount of
alt the varieties usually found In
A deposit will be rethe sale.
mchudtf

Saturday. March lath,
WE at 3 o'clock 1*. M., house
No 27 Washington

FOR SALE & TO LET.
The

sold.

a>l are
com

quired

m«h7td

on

Middle Street, ( up stab*,) Portland, Maine.

uutil

pruning
food*,
he cargoes ot these steamers.

Tickets lor the course GO cent?; single tickets 2ft
sale at the Bookstores &lU Paine's Music
Store.
Doors oj>en at 6, leeturo to commence at 7) o’clock.

in ag »od

mcbl7 d!iw*

HOUSE,

ON

cen b—ror

Farm before purchas.n« els where
For particulars
enquire of Sam’l Freeman. No 47, Portland Strtet,
Portland, or the subset.ber on the premises,
HOWARD C. FREEMAN.
Windham. March, 14. 1864.

Traveling Baskets,
Toys, Marbles,

99

MERRILL,

PORTLAND

OF

CHILDRES S CARRIAGES,

Wholesale,

Dye

dtf

BUY YOUR JEWELRY

jun 1

GOUGH, ESQ.j

acre*

D. KNIGHT.
in oh 10

Portland, March 1.1304.

one time

FANCY GOODS

.Tin|(I«'n

PRODUCE,

2 Line STREET,

NO.

STREET.

Portland, March 8, 1804.

DAMAGED goods from wreck of STEAM.
EK BOilhMlAfl.
Wedues-lay next, at 10o'clock A. M.. at No.
27 Cnromeicial 8 reel, we **all commence the
•ale of damaged goods saved from the wreck of
steauiur Bohemian at d coutiuueit from day to day,

MISS EVANS,
Wednesday Evening, March ititli.

AND DEALERS 19

can*have them put iu perfect order, either by Dyeing
or Ketintahing, at tne

FURNISHING GOODS

Evans, from

A

I’LUM,

Foreign and domestic Cloths

Miss

ac Co.,

Commission Merchants, 18 Exchange atreet.

Auction &

Opening lecture by

ror suit* ai

KROV TEI

for Spring aud Summer wear, all of which have just
been selected from the largest aud best stocks in
New York mud Bo ton, ami will be made up to order
and with despatch in the latest
styles—FULL
MATCHED SUITS, CO A TS, PANTS or VESTS,
as may be desired.

IIALL !

nership under the Arm of

—

Tailor,

TO be sold at pubi c auction, on the
premise. Thursday, March 24th. 19W,
three o'clock. F. M., a one and half
story house, with ell and stable, all in
good repair, together with about three
luurtus of an a**re «>f laud, with fruit trees,
grape
vines. Ac. bad house:* situated at Yarmouth lower
Tillage, and is now o copied by Btuj. Webstar
Yarmouth, Ylarch 16th. lSdk.
mohlT dlw

management ot the

CITY

For

to do all kinds of Cabinet and Upwork, at the shortest notice. All

Furniture, Lounges A OTsittresses
—constantly on hand—
N. B. The public are invited to call and examine.

It

Merchant.
febI6 dtt

Country Itesidence.

Library Association,

JOHN B.

303, Congress Street,

prepared

AREholstery
kinds of

under the

Two by the young and talented
Englaud, and one by

DrettM‘1’ is in Town Again !
At his old si au<l. to Exchange Street. A large lot of
Jewelry, Fanc y Goods and Toys, which will be
almost given away for Thirty Days.
jyNow is the time to buy.
mch7 120*

Cabinet tinkers and

given

MEW

HEATH, Commanding.

J. P.

j\..

TEMPERANCE !

Mercantile

Ordinary Seamcu and Lan'bineu.

fcblGdGw

Stkwast, Auctioneer.

By Henry Bailey

Wanted One Hundred

Apply

\ a.

A COURSE OF THREE LECTURES

Will be

United States Navy!

YORK,

the elegant and commodious store

SIMMONS,
MR.experience
in

Auction and Commission

-ON-

w,

Ladies Work and

voice of

No. 131

Commencing Tuesday, February 161 It.
GEO. L. PEIRCE,

NEWTON, Agent.

at

S II

given to

Invites the attention of Gentlemen to his rich in-

{

subjects of the volume
principal groups, viz:

F.

CURVKR

H.

mchli-dlw

I%X.

Korking IIur*e*,

;

United Staten one year certificate* new. 91'*
United Staten 6'* 1881 coupon*,.
1144
American Gold.161

The

SPRING

MO. 101 MIDDLE STREET

101

GRAND MATINEE,

A. 8.

*

Woolen- ol till de.ciiptiona, DittMleul.
in variety, Linen, umh
Towelling,
Cover*. A-c,Table Cutlery, Plated
W'are, Jewelry. Yankee Notions autl Fancy Good-,

AFTERNOON, lor Families.
Doors open at 2 o'clock; commencing at 3.

styles

new

Ilird ('age.*,

CLOTHING !

Merchant

Mail.284j

Cumberland Coal Company preferred. 8ft
Canton Company. 084

to live

Navy Cloths.

great variety, and suited to the taste* of all. constantly on hand. FRESH HOODS RECEIVED
EVERY WEEK

Illinois Central scrip.l#8j
Cleveland A Pittsburg.124}
Galena k Chicago,.121$
Cleveland It Toledo,.146?

m

ML.

I»li»ll

W. P.

receiving every clay

am

inch 9 eod.3tn

Harlem.145

-uiiiiUK

I

Cuttiug At Muuufuc tilling Boy’s Clothing

Hudson.159)

Vuivmnii

spiiisa

Exchange Street,

bt in the cou«t*ut receipt of,
„,j wii,
every afieruoon «nl evening by public
tbe following Hue. of good. i. ijuantnle. to
,uit

open,at 7 o’clock ; Commencing at 8 O'cl’k.
to cents; lower 1 all, Go cents.
For further particulars, see bills ot the
day.
A

with

dly

ROOM!

PORTLAND,

On S ATI'R If A V

feb25 <14 w

mace,
mchl2

OPENED

No. 88 Fox Block,

Evenings,

(ialery tickets,

95 MIDDLE STREET.

in

Second Board Stocks better and active.
Chicago k Rock Island.125)
Milwaukic & Prairie DuChien,. 76
Toledo Ik Wabash. tH
Pittsburg. Port Wavne and Chicago.13 )
Chicago k Noith Western..64
Erie preferred,.109

Pacific

and

Parti»mJar attention

Having

JIST

Doors

BONDJSj

&

COUNTRY

of

CLOTHS FOR BOVS WEAR,

graiu

Stock Market.
Nsw Yoke, March 18.

New York

ROLLINS

advance*

AUCTION

March 18th and 19th*

-AT-

Cash

Wholesale and Retail

Deering Hall,

On Friday and Saturday

GENTS’ WEAR,

give entire satis faction
iu FITTINH, workmanship and price*.

—

Michigan

Army

AUG.

At

-FOR-

will bo taken to

Every pains

Rice—quiet.

leans at
Naval

FURNISHING GOODS!

solicited.

prompt -ales aud returns.

Seventeen Star Performers!

Boston with

hkwkit btylks

Embracing all the desirable STYLES, SHADES
and FINISH to be found in the market, suitable for
SUITS.
ENGLISH
WALKING
BUSINESS
COATS, Spring OY EEC OATS and DKESS SLITS.

Nice Vesting,

■Imi.ui-f

CONNECTION WITH A

BRASSJBAND!

-AND-

English. I'reiii'ii, (jimniin, Stolrli
and American Cloilts,

Sugar—quiet: sales 296 hhds; New Orleans 14®
15c; Muscovado 13)®14jc.
Coffee—dull.

IN

C L, O rJ" H N

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,

FROST,
Merchant Tailor, 94Exchange St.,
Having

Pantomine

TROUPE,

-OF-

P. B.

ani—quiet:'sales

I
860 bbls at 12)®13]c.
Butter—firm; sales Ohio 2"o.32c State 38®47c.
Whiskey—active; aa es at 90c for State and 91®
92? for Western.

eating

fine clothes, is one
of the curses of New York, and is doing a
serious injury to the wbolecomniunity. There
can

Auctioneer,

Hae removed to ’he spacious store 12
Exchange Stre t, four dour* below
Merchant’s Exchange.
Will receive consignments of Merchandise ot
;very description. for public or priva’e *aie. bale#
>f Real E'tate, V ossein, t
argue*, .Slocks ai.d Xfr-

MRS. EUGENE RAVEL’S

and

SALES.

EDWAUO HI. PATTER,
I oiiimission Merchant &

Nights Only!

LATEST STYLES Gymnastic

feel when their sons and

96®6 00.

Wlioat—dull and 2c lower; sales 17.0CO bushels;
Chicago spring 1 00®1 03; Milwaukic Club I GO®i 63:
Winter Red Western 164alG»; Amber Milwaukee
1 63a 1 64
Ainber Michigan 170® 173; White do
1 80; Red Jersey 1 65.
Corn—auk t; sale* 20 700 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store 130; Yellow Jersey 126®126;

-OF th*-

communication to the

a

Washington Chronicle, says:—“My heart is
often pained to see to
what
a
fearful
extent whiskey predominates among our officers and men. Many hundreds, yea thousands

shirking every duty
and drinking, and wearing

Tarious Items.

New York, March 18.
Gold closed this afternoon at 1 Cl 18

Two

AUCTION

1804.

iu life but that of

t

SPRING OPENIN G

ago.

23?“ A soldier in
From the

of bis

promoting the interest
nomination, and of the U.

Kentucky,

Cairo, 111., March 18.
Several men were arrested a few days ago
below Ilickman, Ky., for having, among other
things, organized themselves in companies for
the avowed purpose of entering the rebel service.
A number of rebel sympathizers have boen
actively recruitiug lately for the rebel service.
Guerrilla bands are being formed by the
citizens in several towns and cities in Kentucky, for the purpose of interrupting the
navigation of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.

ENTERTAINMENTS^

Rev. Dr. Bellows has received leave of
absence from his parish for six months, and
will go at once to California, with the view

Buckner.

1'rom

said the officer,“where did you come from?”
“I came from Ireland, yer honor.”

~

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

By ZEJlootx-lclty
The Rheumatic, the
gouty. the lame and the laiy
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastic*
ity of youth; the heated brain i* cooled; the froat
bitteu limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintners converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to bear and
the

palsied

form

to move

upright;

the biemishea of

youth aro obliterated; the acctdeuis of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active circulation maintained.

LADIES
Wno have cold hands and feet; weakma ost oha
latm* and weak backs; nervous and sick headache;
diaxiuesa and sw imming in the head, with iudigeatiou and constipatiou of the bowels; pain in the side
and back; lettcorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the
womb with internal eancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os disea**.* will Hud in Electricity a sure means of cure, k or painful menstruation,
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young ladies, Electricity is a certain
specific, and will, in a short time, restore the aulbrer
to the vigor of health.
hare an Kltctro- Chemical Apparatus for
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, such ae
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, Ac. hundred* who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak backs, and various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
nine cases out of ten, is the effect of poisonous drags,
can he restored to feitura! strength and vigor by Ue
use of from flve to eight Baths.
Office hours from s o'olook ▲. M. to 1
• ; and7 to 8 r. n.
Consultation Kvee.
It 14 laedt

Portland Dry Dock.

fllUE undersign, d being Ove of the persons namA e-tin the *et of lueorporatioa of tue Portland
Dry Dock Company, h-reby notify a mating of
said Corporation at tkc rooms of the Boaru of
rade, on .!/.>■ day. k8tn lust,at 4 v. m to decade upon
the accaptani-* o. the Act of lucori oration, and fur
of organising said Company
the purpose
V
JACOB McLKLLAN,
T. C. 11ER8KV.
C M DAVIS.
WM W. WOODBURY,
O M MARRK1T
Th« *uUser.he s to the Dry Dock
most at -atuo time and place.
mchl -’Rl

arc

requested

to

To .YIup Months Soldiers,
fllllOSE nine months sol tiers «bs made written
1.
application* to me last September, to obtain
their Honut</. are re^nested to call at my office, and
rgu the requisite documents lor tha* purpose. All
other soldier cl iros attended to bv me.
EDWtN 8. HOVEY.
Counsellor at Law.
tuchlSdlw

Office 90
Exchange gt.

RAILROADS.

POETRY.
by

itis
A9 he leaned
bin work
Ah if

ai}

vu

On and after Monday, March
Trains will leave as follows :

done.

1
Hi* coat wu good old fashion© gray.
The uoekois a ere d ep and wiae,
hit
Steel
tobacco box
and
Where lii*
pec*
Lie snugly aide by hide.
Tbe old man liktd lo *tir the lire,
ho, i:»a. him the tong* weie kept;
SomumM he mused a* lie gar.2d at the
SuineiimeBlioBat and alept,
What saw he in the embers there?
Ah! picture ol other jears ;
And nowr an i then they wakened
But often btirted tears.

Portland for 8aco River, at
Morrill’s
do
Cumberland Mills, do
do
Baccaraiina,
do
Gorham,
do
Buxton Centre,
do
Arrive at

coal*,

•

The sheen ot her silver Lair.
There'S a happy l^ok on her aged face.
Ah she Lu »ny kni;s tor him
Aud AeUw takes up the stuene* dropped,
For giandiuother'e eyes are turn.
u come and n.ad the news,
l o pasj t .e lime each day ;
How u nun* the oioodiA au o,«l man's heart,
To h ai of lilt- w ond away.

P. M.

1.60
2.05
2.13
2.20
2.36
2.66
8.05

6.80
6.42
6.49
6 64
6.06
6.22
6.80

A.M.

A. M.

P.M.

HALF

Then lei U» gently lead iheiu down
To whe.e ilie wsat4 sleep.

INCLUDING

rJyfK}~.during a
*

cute Yankee

for

KF“A
lawyer, pleading
burglar against whom the case was clear,
a

couteuded that as he b ul been caught before
he had Introduced more of his person than
the upper pait into the house in question
asked: "Can a man he said to enter a house,
when only one ball'CT his body was in aud
the other hall out?” "I shall leave the whole
matter to the jury.
They must judge of the
law and the tacts as jioviri,” replied the
The
Judge.
jury brought iu a verdict of
“guilty,” as to one hall of the body from the
waist up, ami uot guilty as to the other half.
The judge seuteuced the guilty half to tw o
years imprisonment, leaving it to Ihe prisoner’s option to have the “not guilty” half cut
off or take It along with him.

The Copperhead

The fol-

platform.

lowing (says an exchange paper) are among
the principal planks In the copperhead platform

:—

That the States have a right to secede.
That It is “unconstitutiouai” to suppress the rebellion.
3. That slavery Is an incalculable blessing.
4. That soldiers iu the army of the Union
are not entitled to the right of suffrage.
1.
2.

By Tom bought a
borne; and by way of

gallon

of gin to take
wrote his name
!«•
seven ofclubs,
card,which happened
and tied it to the handle. A friend coming
along, aud observing the jug, quietly remarked, “That's an nrvlul cateles* way to leave
the liquor.” “Why” said Tom.
“Because
somebody might come aloug with the eight
spot, and take it.”
on

a

and to

label,

ByJosh Billings says “military strategy”
is tryin tu reduce a swamp by ketchin tbe
billions fever out ov It. A hard bit at tbe
“idol.”

that couid bo desired.
than oue bottle relieved me entirely. Among great
vareties of medicines which 1 have used, 1 have
found none to equal
Wistar’s." Its curative
properties iu cases of cough, 1 regard as invaluable.
K.(i. UOUDENUVV.
*•

W. Fowlk & Co.—
Oenilemen,—This cei titles that for more than fourteen yeaisl have lreequently us< d Dr, Wistar'b
Balsam of Wild C-kbhy, for Coughs, Colds, and
Sore Throat, to which 1. iu common with the rest f
mankind, am subject and it gives mopleasure to
say that I consider it the very best remedy lor such
which 1 ain acquainted.
cases, with
I should
hardly kuow how to do witLout it.
E.
T.
Ite-pectfully yours,
QUISCBY.
Mr D. II. TEAGUE, of Turner Village,
Writes the proprietors o! this great remedy as
follows :
Turner Village, Me., July 31,1860.
Boston.
Messrs. 8. W, Foulk k Co
Oeut9:—1 do not hesitate to recommend Dr.
Messrs. S

Down Trains.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6

a. m.
6.46 a. m.

The Company are not responsible Ibr baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one paBsengcr tor every $600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, M&nagiug Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.

nov6

RAILROAD.
v n

Wihpar'K |!|

p 1/ p

u

"p.

M-

From

stations.

leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
oc31 odtf
Portland, Oct. 30,1863.

Company.

TRIF

John, IV. B.

C. C. EAlUN, Agtut

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go.

Co.. Boston.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines.
It It.

PRIVATE

to

Fire & Life IiiMii iinee

Office,

NO- 31 EXCHANGE fcTKEET.

by

of

we

am

prepared

Katee of

at

ocher sound
if wanted.

Compantr* to the amount of $100,000

Phiruix Insurance (.'ompany,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital asd Scbplcs.$1,000,000.
Western jTIa*s. In mu mire Coin'y,
OF 1'ITTSFIELD, MASS.,
Capital asd Scrplcs.$260,000.

Eire

Insurance
City
Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN..
Capital asd Scbplcs,.*600,OoO.
Merchant's IiiMiriinre Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital

North

asd

Ain.

Insurance

Co.,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital

asd

Scbplcs.$4*0,000.

New England Eire Insurance Co.
OF

Capital

HARIPOUD, CONN.,

Scbplcs.$160,000.
Eire Ins. Company,
OF NEW YORK,

asd

Mail hat tun
Capital

asd

Scbplcs.$460,000.

Thames Eire

Insurance

Coin'y.

NORW ICH, CONN.,
Capital asd scui-lcs,.$160,000.
OF

STOKES, MERCHANDISE. DWELLINGS,
BARNS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE And otlisr
rood progeny la-ou at highly iRvorsble rate lor vnt,
three or jive irars.
WM. I*. LITTLE, Agrut.
febl5 MfflF AwoowOw

«

THE BEST!
Booptiietl.
fllHE Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
JL Portland, having been thoroughly relitted and
supplied with ail the latest improvements, are now

open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
eustoau-rs aud aJl who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the bert manner and at rea*ouable
prices,
t£T“ Particular attention given to copying.
a. b. L»AVIaS,
Portland. July 30.13C3
dtf

Proprietor.

THE BOSTON ElftC It KM is
And Clay Retort Manufactuiing Co., Works. 334
Federal stmt, 0&C3 and WaruTieuse 13
Liberty
ai d 7
march

bt. manufacture I-i-o
Bat'ery
(Square
Brick, a 1 shapes aud size-*,for furnaces required to
the rao«t interne heat n s* ruri.nco Itiocks
and S abs. Locomotive Fire Block*. Bakt-rs’ Oven
and -T»ecu h m*c 1 iles, C*ay R torts *nu
nicersaiy
Tile* to set them, hr« Cement, Fire Clay and Kaolin

stand

The undersigned will give tho r spe-ia' attention
tba* al order* for the above manufacture are executed with promptness.

JAM KM
SiLi.rao Aoxscia,

j&chll_eodGra

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:
-,J£i£PttSS5?5^*f Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
friday, at 7 o'clock P. 31., and India Wharf, boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
AiW.i'

at 6 o’clock
Friday,
Fare in
on

DAMON,
13

& CO.

Lilerty Square, Boston.

portunity

P. M.

Cabin.*1.60
Deck. 1.36

HAVE

for baggage to
and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every *600 additional value.
Feb. 18,19G3.
dtf
L. BILLING*, Agent.

SEEK FOR AX ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Port Pitiiif aud New York Steamer*

SEMI-WEEKLY IjINE.
m

^.r*

^

The splendid and fast Steamships
“LOCUST POINT," Capt.. Willett,
"POTOMAC,'’ Captain *herwood, will,until further notice, run

follows:
Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., am! leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted
up with flue accommodations
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage *7,00,
including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from
Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
are
Shippers
requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 P. M., oh the day that
thep
leave Portland
For freight or passage apply to
k
EMERY
FOX, Brown '■ Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL * CO., No. 88 West Street,
Now York.
Deo. 8.1863.
dtf
as

11BK

Copartnership.
rilHE undersitfneri hare this day formed a copartJ nership under the firm slyle of STUART & CO.,
aud will continue the Stove and Furnace business
n all branches at the old stand. No. 171 Middle
street.
CHARLES H. STUART,
jau21 dtf_D. R. STEVENS.

(SCCCE

&

PALME

SOP.S TO M. U.

R~

PALM.E,)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,
111 MIDDLE 8TKEET.
d. m

v. dux*.

March 1 1864.

John k. palmer.

mch7 eod4w*

Timothy Seed.
t>/ W I" Lcwi.ton baa" Timothv Med for rale bj
A’ lO THOMAS SHAW, 118 Commercial St.
mehl dlw

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY
THIS R Y UN HAW Y EXPERIENCE.

TO

Young Men troubled with emissio? s in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young mou with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak am! emaciated as though they
had the consumption, ind
their friends supposed
to have it. All such c ises yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in periect health.

by

J

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of 40 or 50 whoare
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a
smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening tne system in a
manuer the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changiug to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty,ignorant of the cause, which is the

slight

|
! SECOND

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm stylo of PHINNEY k CO is this day dissolved by mutual consent. “'The affairs of he late
concern will I** settled at F. A. Howard’^ under
Lancaster Hall, by 11. M. Phinnev
Having this day’sold to h uart k Co. our stock in
trade, we would cordially rec >mmend them to our
friends and termer patrons as worthy their patrouPHINNEY k CO.
age and confidence.

DUNN

CONFIDENCE.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,"ucmoi it uo mu
Buiiiaj-y vice ui yuuui, or me Bunging rebuke of misplaced confidence in utaturer years,

Freight taken os usual.
The Comuany sjo not responsible
any amount exceeding *60 in value,

Scbplcs,.$300,000.
Eire

the

THE STEAMERS
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

the following
ll known
agency
reliable and prompt pa> itiy (_oinjDi.ii-*, I
HAVING
totak- Flux Kisxs
the Lowest

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Lyon’s Periodical
ARK

Pills,

Drops!

BETTKRTHAN ALL

Powder* Ar Quack Preparations.

Periodical

Lyon’s

'•

MOTHERS AND MARRIED LADIES

Drops!

-ARK-

no-

tice
••Asa general remedy for Female Complaints this
1
Cordial’ is a very valuable one, but by the Profession it is esteemed more highly for iis good result
during Confinement in relieving the great suffering
attendant upon childbirth. 1 acknowledge with Dr.
Smim that much of my success in midwifery is due
to the use ot this medicine. It strengthens both
mother and child. In each cases 1 follow the directions of Prof. King, by allowing my patients to
use it a few weeks previous to contiu* merit, a»
by
the energy it imparls to the uterine nervous system
the labor will be very much facilitated, and removes
the scraps which many females are liable to. No
woman, if she kuew the great value of this Strength
ening Cordial would tail to use it."
I have received numerous testimonials from different parts of the country where used.
Knowing
the good it is capable of doing, I w 11 warrant
every
bottle of my " cordial" to be satisfactory in its results.
The following symptoms indicate those affections
in which the Female String tinning Corcial Las
proved invaluable:

Indisposition

to

Power,
Flushing

A T W

’

0 0 D

S

QUININE

TONIC

BITTERS

QUININE

TONIC

BITTERS

The Great Female Remedy

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
ARK RKTTKR THAR ALL

TONIC AND STOMACHIC
Acer brought before the public.

ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

—IT

WILL—

Improve the Appetite,
Facilitate Digestion,
tJivc tone to the

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

ARE BETTER THAN ALL
AND

TILLS, POWDERS

Lyon’s

STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warraut a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
I
Persons who cannot personally cousult the Dr.,
! can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
: of their disease, ana the appropriate remedies will
i be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
j be returned it desired.
Address.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland,
or Bend Stamp for circular.

Eclectic Hrdical

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find ar ran god for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. ll.'s EclecticKonovating Medicinesarennrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their acliou is specific and
oertain of producing relief in a short time.
a^ADIES will Aud it invaluable in all cases of obstruction* after all other remedies have boon tried la
vain. It!* purely vegetable, containing nothing in
! the least injurious to tne health, and may betaken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to auy part of the oountry wit h full diaections

DK

safety

by addressing
No. I

DEL HUGHES.
Temple Street,ooruer of Middle, Portland.

N. B.—LADIES desiring may oonenlt one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own eex.

anee.

janldfcwly

tive of all the old and worn-out
I his medicine has been tested

A few

A few doses

O R

LIFE ELEMENT
OF THE

General Debility.
Hysterics in females.
Palpitation of the Heart.

cure

A few doses

bring

the

rose

to the cheek.

medicine restores to manly vigor and robust
debilitated, worn-down, and de0
spairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men
This

health the poor,

NO 80LDIEK SHOULD BE IN THE

PERIODICAL DROPS

without

restoring it to the system, is like trjing to
building when the foundation ia gon.
only atnco the discovery of that valuable
combination known aa PEHUV'lAS .s' YRI’P. that
the great power of thia VITALIZING At.ENT
a
repair
It ia

weakness of

a singe otyan, will all find
immediate
permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essence of Life.
JJtHo Z* per bottle, or three bottles for *6, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to

and

The Great Female Remedy.

any

DR. W R. MERWIN & Co..
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
69 Liberty-st., New York.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
ARK BETTER THAR ALL

Pills, Powders and Quack Preparations.
PERIODICAL DROPS

SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO UAUU.

Hospital Depart-

I would again, at this period, say that
your
Quinine Tonic is used, and that several Burgeons
of K gimints much approve of it.”

Capt. Walters. 8AMPeoN, of the V.

S.

Army,

says:

Drops

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
Are better than all Pills, Powders,
And Quack Preparations.

Sold

Lyon's

Periodical

Drops,

ID Central Street,

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.
Price, • 1 per Houle.
For sale by all Druggist*. At wholesale by W.
Phillir*, H. U. Hay k Co., 1‘orfland.
atiK-i eodly

PLAINT,

FEMALE REGULATOR,

HEALTH

HUMORS. LOSS OF' CONS 11-

JUxtde from the pure Balsams

lions')’.

LOGS CEDA1L
101 LOGS MAHOGANY,
17 LOGS LANCE WOOD,
5318 BUNDLES PALM LEAF,
363 MATS.
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Bark Albion Lincoln. For rale by

IlOPHNl EATON,

leb»

No. 1 Central Wharf.

Boquets

and Cut

Flowers,

wreaths and crosses, tastefully arranged and made to order at iny estabcorner
of North and Montreal afreets,
lishment,
Munjov Hill. Bo<{uets may always be found at
Lowell & Senter’s, Exchange street. All orders

Funeral

left there will be

Jan6 eod3m

promptly

EASES of the KIDN EY3

originating
in

or

N. H. Downs’s

JAMES EDMOND & CO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
13 LIBERTY SQUARE,
IIOSTON
Are prepared to order at favorable rates, COLTNESS and GLENGAltNOCK

PIG

I II

ON,.

Also, BAR, SHEET,* BOILER PLATE IRON,
of English and Scotch Manufacture.
We shalleontinue to receive, in addition to our
American Brick, a regular supply of
ENGLISH, SCOTCH, & WELCH FIRE BRICK
mchll cod6m

STORE TO LET,
—A HD—

Stock «nd
eligible
THESmall,

Fixtures for Sale.

Store now
a Boot and

occupied by

Mr. J.
Shoe Store, with an
apartment for manufacturing au- repalriug. No. 77
I ork, St., is to be leased tor a term of three or tive
years. A rare chance is offered to any one w i lling
to enter the busin»»s
The stock consists of a general assortment of Boots, .shoes ami Kubbera, which
is offered at cost f'r 80 days to co*e the concern.
Any information wanted can be obtained of the
subscriber on the premises.
J AS. SMALL.
rachl oodtf
Portland, March 1, 1861.
as

Vegetable

Balsamic Elixir.

effects

Nervous and

but

fail to do.

All letters seeking information or advice will be
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.

Coughs. Colds, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
and all diseases qf the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
and ail diseases tending to Consumption.
We have testimonials from many of the best physicians and gentlemen of Htauding, among whom we
mention tho Hon. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov. of
Vermont; Hon. Hates Turner, late Judge of the 8uCourt of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
Irigade Surgeon U. 8. Army.
JOHN' F. HENRY k CO., Proprietors,
Successors to N. li. Downs,
W ATLIUt'llY, VT.
26
50 cents, and «1 per bottle.
cents,
KF"Trice
II. H. Hay and J. W. Perkins k Co., Portland,
Me..wholesale agents for Maine.
novlB d&w'Jow*

1>rcme

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

SOUGHT

FROM

COURT STREET,comer of How ard. Boston
is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6
to 8 iu the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and (.enital Organa, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of ail kinds, Bores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience of over twenty
years'extensive practice e nables Dr. M. to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetaDle. Advick Frick.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in tho afflictive
maladies of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
4J/'*

0x3

nurses.

April 28,1863.

Boston,

eodly

Scotch f nuvuss

FERTILIZERS.
X y KA BBLS COE'8 SUPER PHOS LIME,
100" LLOYDS..
90 I
LODI POUDRETTE.
150“ LITTLEFIELD'S POUDRETTE.
For .ate at manufacturer's pi ices by

XOtlU

KENDALL A WHITNEY.
Portland Feb. 8, 1861.

febSSdisilm

“ilKLMmitD'B Extract Buchu.”—Tonic, Din*
retie.
and Invigorating. Enfeebled
anddelloate persons of both sexes use It.

Blood-Purifying

Bold by
w. F. PHILLIPS, Druggist.
JauSeodkwllw

BOLTS—from the factory of David Corsar k Sons, Leith—a haircloth of superior
quality—just received per “Hibernian”, and for
sale by
McGILVERY, RYAN A DA'VIS,

\
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A\r\/
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BARBS

AND

causes

which have

induced dis-

nearly

with

all the

cheap quack ii^/eb-

tions.

CHEROKEE REMEDY and
INJECTION—the two medicines at
the same time—all improper discharges are removed!
and the weakened organs are speedily restored )o
of the

strength.

particulars get

our

country,

address,

a

or

pamphlet

write

us

from

and

we

any
will

full treatise.
or

three DOtues tor 90.
e

WILLIAM L. W1L80N.

jan2-lwteodtf

•

1).,

Ephraim Note. Jr.,

IT" There

be but

Hayes, M. D.,

A. A.

stronger proof than tks
testimony of such men as these, and that is a personal trial. It has cured thousands tehere other
remedies hare failed to gice relief, and iuralids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
can

one

all chronic diseases, char-

by Express

A

CO.

by—

ieblS edod A

by all Druggists.

weow

3m

MRS. MANCHESTER
li

constantly receiving unsolicited tutimoninl* ot
cure, performed by her.
Among
many recently received ere the following, which ere
commended to the notice of the afflicted. Mr*. Mna>
oheater may be oounited at

the

atUmitking

No. 11 Clapp's

Block,Boom

No. ft.

CASK OK SPIRAL DISKASK CUHKD
This is to certify that 1 went to see Mrs. Manches-

A

ter last March with a daughter of mine troubled with
spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for
five years, and by u number ot physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications ot
electricity applied, but all to no effect; bat she eonl
tinunlly grew worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as
the last resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did eo; and to my great surprise she told me the first
a use ot the disease, and how she had been from time
to time, which enoouraged me to try her medicines.
I did so. and now my daughter is able to be around
the house all ot the time. She also rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience,and
1 think in n short time she. will be restored to perfect
health, bince my daughter has been doctoring, I
have heard of a great many eases that Mrs. Manohs s
ter has cured. 1 think if any person deserves patronage, it is the one who trie* to preserve the health
of the siok and suffering; and 1 know that she uses
every effort which lies in her power to benefit her
Sarah L. Knights,
putients.
Gsough Knights,
ABBY R. KNfGHRS,

BrunstHck, Mains, August bth.

to any address

on

receipt of the

price.
Sold by all druggists, everywhere.
DR. \V. R. M ERWIN 1 Co.,
SOLS

Mus. Mamchwtku-Dear Mrulam —Thinking %
oase may be of eervioe to others

statement of my

three bottles for 85.

Sent

M.

OSB OF TUB ORBATRST CURBS on RECORD.

Price, CHEROKEE IXJECTIOX, $2 per bo
or

ChUboio,

Emma Knights.

Price, CHEROKEE REMED )%-91 per bottle,

PROPRl

KTCKS,

Liberty St., New

No. 69

similarly afflicted, 1 hasten to give it to you.
This is briefly my case—I was taken sick about 13
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very bad
form.

York.

Cure !

I

applied to

fonr different

physicians,

but

ro-

oeived no benefit until I called on you. At that time
1 had given up business, and was in a very bad state,
but alter taking yoor medicine for a short time I began to recover, and in two months 1 was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and
oan truly say that by your skill 1 am a perfectly healJoseph Davis. $
hyman.
Boston f Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

TilK GREAT

/ X D I A X
COMPOUNDED

ROOTS,

FROM

CURE OF A CASE OF DRO
ST CURED B Y MRS. MAS CUES TER.

A REMARKABLE

MEDICI X E,
BARES

AN®

LBAVKP.

unfailing cure for Spermatorrhea, Semina!
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polution ; such as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness ot
Visiou, Prematuro old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty
ot Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness. Eruptions
on the Face. Palo Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the direful complaints caused by departing from the path of nature.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
oue on which all can rely, as it has be 11 nscd in our
practice for many years, and, with thousands treated,
it has not failed in a single instance. Its curative
powers have been sufficient to gain victory over the
An

most stubborn

case.

have trifled with their constitution
they think themselves beyond the reach ot
medical aid, we would say, Despair notthe < 'HEROK EE Cl’ RE will restore you to health and vigor,
To those who

until

and after all quack doctors have failed.
For full particulars get a circular from any Drug
store iu the country, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any one
treatise iu pamphlet form.

Price, 82 per bottle,

or

desiring the

same a

three bottles for

full

85, and

by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respectable druggists eveivwhere.
DU. \V. R. MKRWIN \ Ce.,

forwarded

POLE

eodfcwly

PROPRIETORS,

No. 69

Liberty St., New York.

Co|inrtii«‘i>tiip Notice.

Portland, Jan. 1,1864.

W. R.

Robins,

LBAVB8

CHEROKEE IEJECTION is intended as an ally
assistant to tho CHEROKEE REMEDY, and
should be used in conjunction with that medicine in
all casesof llonorrhca, Meet, Fluor Albus or Whites.
Its effects aro healing, soothing and demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, choadee and pain, instead
of the burning aud almost unendurable pain that is

febS

1HAVE

Rev. Gurdon

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

ease.

161 Commercial Street

this day admitted AMOS L. MILI.ETT
as an equal partner iu my Grocery business.
Hereafter tho business will be conducted under the
style and name of W1LBON k MILLET!, at the
old stand. 872 Congress street.

Roswell Kinney, M. 1).,
8 H. Kendall, X. D..

INJECTION.

ROOTS,

system all pernicious

mail free to any

Lewis Johnson, M. D.,

Pierpont,

and

alterative in its action; purifying
clcausing tbe blood, causing it to flow in all its
original purity and vigor; thus removing from the

store in the

taken from our pamphlet
will be sent tree to auy

which

Rev. Warren Burton,
Rev. Arthur B. Fuller,

LAST.

times per day.
It is diuretic and

11

Physician <fc Surgeon,

Rev. John

Brandy

SETH W. FOWLS A CO., 18 Tremont st., Boston;
J. P. DIN SMOKE. 491 Broadway. New York

CHEROKEE REM ED V, the great ndian Diuetic, cures all di'eases of tho Urinary l gang, such
as Incontinence of the I'rine, ludamation of the
jKidneys, Stone in tbe Bladder. Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those cases of Fluor Albus, (or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have failed.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the
dose only being from one to two teaspooufuls three

and

or

names are

testimonials,

-and-

vigor

following

The
of

address.

—For Sale

PLemecly

CHEROKEE

For full

lne

by DEBiLiTT.it is a Specijic.
Prepared as heretofore by N. L. CLARK

FOB

AT

Olierolcee

Ceuglin, Colds nud Consumption.

HE Vegetable Pulmonary Baham is the most
highly approved medicine ever discovered. It
has stood the best of all tests. Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years. It is
recommended bv our best physicians, our most eminent Citizens, the Cress, the Trade, in fact by all
who know it. For certificates, which can be given
to almost any extent, see wrappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerfully refund the money if
not ent rely satisfactory. Price 50 centsaud 18: the
large bottles much the cheapest. He careful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by REED, CUTTER A CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Boldin
Portland bv dealers generally’.
if H HAY, Druggist, corner Middle and Free
decs ir*d6n>
streets, Wholesale Agent.

It isan excellant substitute for
a stimulant is needed.

where

acterised

DISCOVERED

use

of the system, ahd building
IKON CONSTITUTION !

an

For dyspepsia and

febCeodfceowly

Cherokee
For

op

Rev.

price.

Dr. W. H. MEBWIN & Co.,

COMPOUNDED

cnrr'/I.KIJf

by corresponding reaction,
infusing strength, vigor and

Rev. SyIvanna Cobb, Jose Antonio Sanches. M. D.,
Rev. T. Starr King,
Marcclio Aranda, X. D.,

Full directions accompany each box.
Price 91 per box, or six boxes for 96.
of

iui in, hi

in

are not followed
are p rmaneut,
new life into all parts

Green

inuuui'Ri, fiaimaru vm tutuu

ukmkut, iiiHue
X in Vermont, has been used with entire success tor
thirty-three years. It is warranted an usual for

uvui aivuuci

‘"6

Sicknets (Chlorosis).
They
Spinal Affections, pains in
the bask and lower parts of the body. Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation ot the Heart.
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the cause, and with it all the
effects that spriqg from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however dedicate—tbeir function being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,
cure

cure

by mail, free of postage, on receipt
Bold by all respectable Drnggistf.

LOW

or a

STATE OF THE SYSTEM.

struation.

lly the

accompanied by DEBILITY

Painfal Men-

and

a

BAD STATE OF THE BLOOD,

diseases that

numerous

FE-

and all diseases

Periods.

ity itsell.
They eure Suppressed,Excessive

never

BLADDER

MALE Complaints,

Recurrence of the

in the

obviate those

or

k

Obstructions, and the Insnranc

Regularity

They cure

drug

attended to.

ALBERT DIKWANGER, Florist.

qf Vermont.

TUTIONAL VIGOR, DI8-

»

PRESERVER,

Monthly

full
F

Q/A *
O'M

Cargo

eod 3m

DROPSY, CHRONIC DIAR-

CERTAIN AND SAFE,
For the removal of

of this

tucoeri

RHEA, BOILS, NERVOUS AFFECTIONS, CHILLS AND FEVERS.

CHEROKEE

PUOPK1ETOR.
febl9

■

Palm l.nil and

Boston,

Syrup

Peruvian

a

SUGAR COATED.

experienced

AND CHAS. H. ATWOOD.

-ark-

Wood,

by all Druggists,

The

remedy in caring DYSPEPSIA, LIVER COM-

PILLS!

or

Wh. J. Dale says:
Surgeon
1 esteem it an invaluable remedy in various
forms of debility,” &c.
Gen.

Syrup,

Protected Solution'of the PROTOXIDE OP
IKON a New Ulacavary in Medicine that
strikes nt the Reel of Uisraur, by supplying
the Blood|with it. Vital
Principle er Lite
Element I ON.

and

“The Bitters did an immense amount of good
among the men under my command ;aa. for instance,
a number of sore throat, o» diarrhta,, ot
dysentary
and chills and lever, were cured by it."

light.

to

Thia ia the secret of jthe wonderful

CHEROKEE

TUB LONG

M188 Dix. at the head of the
ment Wash infft&n,Writes:

brought

The Peruvian

ia

Hood News lor the Unfortunate.

The report of the Sanitary Commission says
"
It ia wise and prudent where ague and fevers
are prevalent, that every man should take a dose
of Quinine bitter* at least once in
twenty-iour
hour*. This will
surely serve a« a safeguard
against disease. It has been practiced in Florida
and elaewtiere with undoubted benetit."

diseare hae been

over

Bold by all Druggists everywhere.

FIELD WITHOUT IT.

WHAT IS SAID OF IT:

diseases occasioned by

cure

IRON IN THE BLOOD,

business, the victim of nervous depression, the
ndividual suffering from general debility, or from

address.

To take medicine to
of

deflciucy

a

of

No.

IS

mi,

low-spirited.

the

BLOOD

This is derived chiefly from the food «eeat: h:t
if the food is not properly digested or if, from
any
canee whatever, the necessary
uuatity of ircn is not
tataeu into the circulation, or become reduced, the
whole system sutlers. The bad Llood w 11 irritate
the heart, will clog up the lungs,
stupefy the brain,
will obstruct the liver, and will send its disease
producing elements to ail parts of th system, and
every one will suffer in whatever organ may be predisposed to disease.

bottle restores mental power.

One

Med)

THE VITAL PRINCIPLE

No. 69 Liberty-st., New York.

Drops

Lyon’s Periodical

is well known to the
cai Profession that

doses restore the organs of generation,
t rom one to throe bottles restores
the manliness
and full vigor of
youth.
A few doses restore the
appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst esse of
Iinpotency.

they

DEBILITY,

in the blooTT

systems.
by the most emi-

Bent

AND

Ikon

enre

A few doses cure
One bottle cares

QUACK MEDICINES.

Periodical

TB1

nent medical ineo of the day, and
by them pronounced to be one ol the greatest medical
discoveries of

whether general, or following aeote disease. Convalesoeuts from •dekness will tind it a most excelleot restorative and agreeable exhilerau..

Are Sure to do Good and cannot
do Harm.

LYON’S

NcrvouxSystem.

Vigor to every Organ of the Body.
Thereby imparting Health and Strength
There is no remedy so good in

LANQUOR
Lyon’s Periodical Drops

INJUBIOUS TO

DELICATE.

rilHK K-juveuating Elixir is the result of modern
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being au
entirely new and abstract method of cure, irrespec-

They

me com Aromatic

PILLS,POWDERS f QUACK PREPARATIONS

UTAH D8!

spring from irregularity, by removing the irregular

ATWOOD'S

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

NOTHING
MOST

the age.
One bottle will

ALL

PUBS VEGETABLE EXTRACTS,

FBOM

CONTAINING

of

Sore to do Goodand cannot do Harm.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

PRRPAUED

of lleait, Dragging hcnsaiicn at tire
Lower Fart of the Body, Headache, Languor, Aching Aloug the thighs, Intolerance of Light and
Sound, Pale Countenance, Derangement ot .he
Stomach and Bowels, Difficult Breathiug, Hysteria,
Ac., Ac.
It is a specific remedy in all Uterine Diseases,
Chlorosis ot Green Sickness, Irregularity, Painfulness. Profuse or Suppression of Customary Discharge-*. I^ucorrhax or Whites, Scirrhus or Ulcerate htate ot tbo Uterus, Sterility, Ac
No better Tonic can possibly be put up than this,
and none less likely to do harm, and it is composed
wholly ot vegHab e agen's, and such as we have
known to be valuable, and have used for
many
years.
PRICE, 8eventy-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Druggist# generally; also, sent to any addres# free, on receipt ot price.
Be sure and get that pr» pared at the New England
Botanic Depot. 108 Hanover 81. Boston.
GEO. W. SWETT, M. D., Proprietor.

Agent, Portland*

TO

OR, ESSENCE OF LIFE.

Back, Alternate Chills, and

II- II. IIAY,
mchoeodfim

IMPORTANT

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

Exertion, Wakefulness, UneasiSpirits, Trembling, Loss of

of
Depression
Pain in the

ness,

;'yet

ann ho ft ion Line.

t uruunn

ESTABLISHED IN 1643,
the

on

afflicted,

that remedies handed out from general use should
have their efficacy establiubcd
well-tested experience iu the hands of a regularly educated physician, who«o preparatory study fits him for all the
duties he must fulfill
the country is flooded w ith
nostrums aud cure-alls, purporting to be the
poor
best io the world, which are not only useless, but alThe unfortunate should be particways injurious
ular in selecting his physician, a# it is a lamentable
yet incoutrovertable fact that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physician# in
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best syphilograpbers, that the study and management of these complaiuts should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
•ucce#-!ul in th.-u tr« a*np r.t ami eve. Ihs lm \perienced general practitioner, having neither opu r time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly nusrues one system of
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.

ALL^N,
Jura

ROOMS,

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know

according
accommodation)
Steerage, £30. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For f rel {lit or Passage apply to

by the steamship

Lyon’s Periodical

cess.

to

To be succeeded
26th ol March.

SPLENDID COMPOUND,

composed of vegetable extracts, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined aud highly
perfumed. Price 60 ceuts per bottle.
jan23 dly

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing aud well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

No. 5 Grand Trunk Railroad Passengei Depot

LITTU^

beautifying and preserving the hair,

LYON’S

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and makiug a
perfect and PER MAXBX P CURB.

ameiiately alter the arrival of the
previous day from Montreal.
Londonderry, Glasgow* and Liverpool
A.

MEDICAL
by

Graham, will sail from this port lor
Liverpool, ou SAT URL) A V, March 1®,

&

Berry’8 Preservative and Dressing

llUOHES

hours daily, from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Dr. H. addresses those w ho are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his cutire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels wan ante iu Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long

Booked to Londonderry,
and Liverpool.

11.

It.

HR FOtJSD AT H1R

Temple Slreel,
he can be consulted
privately, andatwith
the utmost confidence
the
WHERE
ail

TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RATES.

.nc

H. H. HAY, junction Free and Middle streets,
Agent for Maine. Price ? 1 per bottle.
ESTlsold by Druggists everywhere.

General

No. *

TheBteamsliipNOVA SCOTIAN C»pt.

Passage

J.
CAM

Glasgow

—Cabin

Fowle &

Febl6cod8m.

CAiUtrlNU THE CANADIAN A U.8.MAI LB.

J

BY

IS PREPARED

Beth W

Monday

RETURN

IIENKY A. BERRY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.

WUtard't tt:ils:un of Wild Clierry

The superior sea-going Steamer

“NEW BRUNSWICK/* Capt. tt.
B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
Wharf, tool of State Street, lor
kaeipon ki<u St. John, N. ti every
at 6
o’clock. P. 31., f. uni and after March 7th, until further notice.
Returning, sho wi 1 leave St John fur Kastport,
Portland snd Huston every Thursday fboruiug.
All ireiglitfor St. Andrew sand Calais will go from
Ea tport by ailing vea«els tor the prei-eut.
Freight received up to 4 o’clock, P. M
Mondays.

Passengers

PREPARED ONLY BY

Most respicifullv.
S. I. MERRILL.

a

feblOdam

Highly Respectable Merchant.

a

Deprived

-pun-

A

grey to its natural color; stop and prevent the hair falling off—causing it to become moist,
toft and glotsy.
It will gradually darken light and flaxen Imir
without dyeing it or staining the skin—being free
from silver and other injurious chemicals, ana truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phases.
TRY I r, and be assured of its superiority over all
other preparations.

A

This Medicine is of long tried efficacy fcr correctall disorders incidental to the feminine tux.
That ihe afflicted may feel assured that this Cordial
is truly valuable and worthy their confidence,- not
one of those secr< t compounds purposed to destroy
healthy action. I add a few testimonials from ihjsicians whom ail, favoringthe Elcctricand Kelorinid
Practice or Medicine, respect.
Dll. WILLARD C. GEORG E, formerly Professor
in the Worcester Medical College*, and President of
the Electric Medical Society, jnass., speaks ox u in
the following terms:
‘‘I have used the Female Strengthening Cordial
similar to that preparation
by lrll GEO. W
8WEIT, 10*i nanover Street, and 1 regard it as
one of the best Medicines lor Female
Complaints
that can be found."
Dlt. J. KING, Author of" Woman: Her Diseases and th ir Treatment,
says:
This Medicine appears to exert a specific influence on the Uterus.
It is a valuable agent in alt derangements of the Female Reproouctive Organs.”
Dlt. .SMITH, resident of the New York Association of Botanic Physicians, says:
No Fern ilc. if in uelicate health,shoud omit the
timely use of this valuable Cordial. I owe much of
my success in midwifery to the use of this Medicine."

a

of mv sleep by reason of the serelief
verity of flic disease it wa* only loo evident that I
1 restored to I>it.
was last breaking down under it.
WiBTAa'ft Balsam op Wild Cherry with but
little confidence ns to its curative properties, tut the
use
of one bottle has entirely nd me of this
monster, and to the puhli ; 1 can safely commend it
as every way worthy tin ir confidence.

STEAMBOATS.

East port and St

for t'ntsnk

UVUUV

Falmouth, Me., Aug. 10, I860.
Messrs. S W. Fowle F Co.,—
Gents:—For a long time 1 have suflcred more or
less with that distressing bdiction—Phthysic—in its
worst tormnaiud have resorted to various so-caHtd
remedies, but to no purpose a# affording the desired

Freight trains

FIRST

Wll.n I

and'they

and 2.30

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
6.00 p. m.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way

International Steamship

(IV

deed it has done invre good than all the other remedies I have tried, and their names is legion. If all
the patent medicines in tin* market poss'smd but a
portion of the merit of this excellent Balam. there
would b© no occasion to condemn them as humbugs.
This medicine is also used by many ol mv friends
and acquaintance# in thi# town,
have fcftiml
it invaluable; and 1 hope tha: others who suffer,may
Yours respectfully.
give it a trial.
I). II. IK AGUE.

P. M.
m.

1.4 A M

pulmonary affectiohaving used it iu my
family for many years with gr« :it Mtil&eiiOB; In-

Tumggr Passenger Trains will leave the 8tav&SjF*®? tiou, Canal street, daily, (Sundays exas lollows
cepted)
Leave Portland for Bostoa, at 8.46 a. m. and 2.30
a

Restore the

For

COIAL.

The following from Dr. FAY is worthy your

aud

Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30

Growth !

iMir

DR. WRIGHTS

ing

—

PORTLAND, SACO \ PORTSMOUTH
p c

Ipswitch Appleton Academy
New Ipswitch, N. H., Oct. 4, I860:

For

Healthy

M. I).

8. W. Fowl* A Co.,—
Although 1 have generally a groat objection to
medicines, I can but say iu justice to Dr.
patent
WiiTAH’p Balsam ok Vv ild Cherry, that It is a
remedy of superior value for Pulmonary Diseases.
1 have made use of this preparation for several
years, and it has proved to be very reliable and efficacious iu the treatment of severe and
long-sanding
coughs. 1 know ot oue patient, now in comfortable
health, who has taken this remedy and who, Dut for
its use, I consider would not,now be living.
U. FELLOWS, M. D.
From E. T. QUIMB Y, M. A. Principal of the “Xew

p. m.

»r m tr r>

FKLLOWH,

Hill, R. U., Nov. 3, I860.

Up

or

Wild CherThe
The use of less

of

exceedingly' troublesome cough.

From II.

and

New and

yet

RUFUS K. GOOD KNOW,

lor an
effect was all

9, 1863,
except-

4,186#.

other medicine

1 have tried Wibtab’b Balsam
ry

ed) until further notice,

Nov.

no

Formerly a member of Congress from Maiue, has
kindly permuted us to use his testimony in favor of
Wintar’s flotsam by the following certification,
forwarded through Dr. Rust, of South Paris.

ARRANGEMENT.

Leave South Paris for Portland at

the

disease, exists in

cure

Hon.

RAILWAY

m.

preparation, besides the

of

removing the accumulated excess of
aud humor, making a most Delightful
Dretting, well and agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.
It will In all caper (with the
exception of very
aged people, where the roots, germs and sheaths
have a 1 conre away, ur, by reasou of
age, become
disorganized.) promote a

aiscovertd.

OF Canada.

Island Pond at 1.10

u has

Cherry, there are
commingled with ito ther ingredients of like value,
thus increasing its value ten fold, and forming a
Remedy wyose power to soothe, to heal, to relieve,

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
Sundays excepted) as follows:
Cortland lof Bath, Augusta and Skowhegan
at l 00 P M.
Leave bkor-negan (or Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 36 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan dally.
B. Ii. CCbilMAN, Superintendent.
jaul tf
Augusta, Nov., 1863.

Trains.
Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40 a

one, how

j

this

element in which the blood is

dandruff

be dreaded disease iu the whole cata*

drtues

Lemf

On and after Monday, Nor.
trains will run daily, (Sundays
as follows:

deficient,

j

/it

nMrafvgr

.waKgrar

pome

a

nutrition*

developed, of the above
symptoms—a neglect of which niigb
lead to the last named, and most to

poptt,"i,y

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

season, from

evor

medica,
logue. The power of the
gum" of the Wild Cherry Tree over
I this class of complaints is well known;
so great is the good it has performed,

Oommenoing Nov. 9, 1888.

to

a

& At'~S'K1^

Bangor and intermediate stations

TRUNK

pathological or diseased state to
NA T URAL CO LO R
and condition of h»alth,
by working upon the roots
aud papiila'ceous secretions,
supplying the hair
with that

the

\

m.

GRAND

In

T 11 K

EVEN

There is scarcely one individual in
community who wholly escaped

\

Portland, to ^kowhegan.
Hospital Oaks between New-Yobk
Boston. VV« have lately examined tuo
Dew hospital cals built by the New-Yoik and
Boston Express Line of Kailway, lor the purpose of conveying sick aud wounded soldiers
(or civillaus, when necessary,) between those
two cities.
Ueseuibiing on the outside the
ordinary lirst-class car, the inside is titled up
with nine couilurtable strechers, lumping by
rubber bauds, so that the patient may rest
undisturbed by the motion of the car.
Twelve easy ebairs and several regular passenger seats are provided, and there are also
attached to the car a complete cooking apparatus, a large medicine chest, aud a wash
The design ot the gentlemen superroom.
intending this through line of railway without
change of curs, was to provide ull the conveniences aud comforts of a hospital, aud it has
been very successfully carried out under their
Two experienced
hospital
management.
Stewarts aud two nurses have been appointed
take
to
the
charge of the
by
government
patients, and everything has been provided to
secure lheir safe and easy passage over the
road. Oue of these cars leaves Xew-'York
every morning at eight o'clock, and oue
leaves Boston every evening at half past ei girt
o’clock. The number of sick aud disabled
passe.ugers from New-York average twenty a
day; a register of their names aud complaints
is kept by the Stewarts. These ears were
manufactured at Springfield, Ms., for the
New-York and Boston Express Line of Kailway, composed of the lbliowiug Companies,
viz: the Boston and Worcester. E. B. Pliiilius.
Esq Superintendent; the Western, Henry
Gray, Esq., Superintendent ; the Hartford and
New-Havcn, l£. M. 1! •••d, E-q. Superintendent; and the New-Haveu and New-York,
James H. Hoyt, Esq., Superintendent—all
of whom, with their lull staff of officers, give
every satisfaction to the traveling public.
—[Army and Navy Journal, N. Y.

BEING A TRUE

Renovator anil Restorer of Hair

CO.YSU.wri ION.

PORTLAND AND KENM BEC R.R.

AND

expeiimeiit

Affection of

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a. m., and returning is due in Portland at 1 P. m.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily xor most ol the towns North and East ol this
C. M. MORbE,Sup't.
line,
decl4
Waterville, November, 1863.

to climo

curing

Throat, Lungs and Chest,

The

Boston

strife,

standard i r< para t ion that has been thoroughly
its composition is in strict accordance
hygienic rules and scientific piinciples—is not
the ephemeral production of a day, but the result of
loug aud patieut study,
and research,

Idtested;
with

Asthma & every

at 1.10 r m.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 0.20 a m., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.25 a. m., and arrive In Portland at 8 00 r. M. Both
tbtse trains connect at Portland with trains for

1-or

iu

[Pathological

MEDICAL.

Elixir!

STRENGTHENING

a

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throats, Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup, Liver
Complaint Rroncyitis, Diflicult if of breathing,

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
Station. for Lewiston and Anburn, at

r?*a.

astonishing

success

MEDICAL.

Female

HAIR RENOVATOR

CENTURY,

A

with the most

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

’fi* a homly soene, I toid you so.
but pleasant 11 is to view ;
At le^st 11nought it so m; »cX
Ami s&etch a it down ior yea.

They taught our yonthiul feet
Upwaid utes’ rugged steep;

PM.

8 00
8.11
8.18
8.23
8.36
5.62
9 00

1UA1NL CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Their cliUdn

Be kind unto the old mv fiiend,
1'htjy‘ro worn witu tuis wor.d.s
Though brateiy th-.y Lave f u*ht
The ft.eru, tierce 0 tt.e ot lie.

A. M.

Berry’s

HAS BEEN USED FOR NEARLY

9.80
3.30
6.('0
Saco River for Portland, at
9.40
3.38
6.12
do
Buxton Centre,
46
10.00
6
66
6
do
Gorham,
4.0i
7 "0 10.16
do
baccara lira,
10.22
4.11
7-08
Cumberland Mills, do
7.16 10.80
4.18
do
Morrill’s,
7.30 11.46 4.30
do
Arrive at
and
the
6.00
A.M.
train
train
out
The 1.60 P. M.
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cain attached.
Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the oflico than when paid in the cars.
dtf
DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.
Oct. 22. 1863.

smiles,

His wife »at on the other aide,
lu a high backed flag-feat chair,
1 see neuth tin- pile 01 her rausiiu cap

MILD C H E li R Y

14, 1864,

MEDICAL.

B. P. H. R.

—OF—

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

tho chimney Ri<lc:
man sat
face vas wrinkled m-d "'an,
both hand* oa hi* aiout oak cano

The old

WISTAR’S BALSAM

York * Cumberland Kailroud.

Folks’ Room.

The Old

MEDICAL

MEDICAL._

STEPHEN II. NORTON A CO.,
Hnase Piistori, 6raisers, Cluien, ud
Comer

Piper lugen,

of Lime and Federal Sts., Portland, Me.

•TBPHBW a. WORTOM.

J»8U3m*

IRA T.

B RAC RETT,

This is to certify that I have been cured of the
fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. 1 have been to physicians in Boston, Mew York

Dropsy of

Philadelphia. They all told me that thay could
nothing for me, unless they tapped me, and assured me that by tapping 1 could live but a short
and
do

I had made up my mind to go home and live
as I could with the disease, and then die.
On
my way home 1 stayed over night in Portland with
a friend of mine, and told them what my ciiud was

time.
as

long

n regard to my disease.
They finally persuaded
to go and see If rs. Manchester. She examined
and told me my oase exaotly.

me

think that she told

me

1

was so

much astonished to

me

oorreotly, that 1 told her that 1 would take her medicines, not having the least fiuth that they would
ms any good, or tha{ 1 should get the slightest relief
from any course whatever; Anally 1 took the medihome. In one week from the time I
commenced taking the medicine, I had over three
gallons of water pass me In seven hours; and my follow sufferers may be assured that it was a great relief
cine and went

I had not been able to lie down in bed at
before this for two years. Wow I oan lie down
with perfect case. I have taken her medicine for
eight months, and am as well as any m»n could wish

to

me.

night

1 woild advise all
no signs of dropsy.
siok to go and consult Mrs. Manchester,
have been given up by other phytven If they
s!o4ans. I have sent her a number of oases of other
diseases, and she has oared them also, Go and

to

be, and

that

are

foi yourselves. I had no fhlth, but now my feith
cannot be shaked in her skill in telling and curing
Chaxles 8. Uareoi,
illm—

lAtAI K. Baieoi,
Maxt A. Haiuoi.
Id.
Maine,
Bangor,
April
Offios Houbf—From I A. M. tUJ I f. ffl.
•aglT Infceutaled

